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FOREWORD

The Social Studies portion of the school curriculum is-concerned with the most complex

and stress oriented aspects of the human situation, This situation has become more accelerate

in recent years to the extent that existing curricula do not always respond to current problem

nor are trey supported by valid data for effective responses. In consideration of this urgent

need and obvious challenge, the Board of Education of Howard County requested a total revision

of the Social Studies program. In response to this, the elementary Social Studied Committee

developed a curriculum design and incorporated appropriate instructional units.

These units were organised on a conceptual basis with "A Study of Man" as th3 central

conceptual theme. Supportive data and processes are coordinated from history, the social

sciences and the humanities in the development of the units for grades one througl five. The

kinuergarten program has been outlined, but units were not developed at this time.

This program was developed by a group of elementary teachers in a series of slime:

workshops from 1968-1970, under the leadership of Miss Wilhelmina Oldfield, Supervisor of

Elerintary Schools. Consultant to the workshops was Dr. E. G. Campbell, Professor of

Education, University of Maryland.

Mary R. Hovet
Director of Instruction



ELMENTARY SOCIAL SnDIES PROCRAM

GRADES K - V

Kindergarten

Theme: Man ark His Immediate
Fnvirorment

I. The School
II. Community Helpers
III. Health ard Safety

Additional or Cptional Units

IV. Animals
A. Animals of the Farm
B. Animals of the Zoo

V. Holidays

Grace I

Theme: Van In the Family

I. Role Individuals Assume
Within the Family

II. Interdependence of Family
Memoers

III. Cooperation of Family
Members

iii

Grade II

Theme: Man In the Community

I. People Create Communities
II. The Community and Its

. Natural Resources
III. Comparison of Communities

Around the World

Grade III

Theme: Man and His Institutions

I. Government as an Institution
II. Transportation and Communication

II'. Urbanization and Industrializatio

Additional or Optional Unit

IV. Education as an Institution



,LEMENTARY SOCIAL STIDIES PROGRAM

GRADES K - V

Grade II Grade IV

Theme: Man In the Community Theme: Mau In His Regional
Environment

I

I. People Create Communities I. The Cultural deritage

II. The Community and Its of Maryland

. Natural Resources II. Maryland as a Geographic

III. Comparison of Communities Region
Around the World III. Maryland's Economy In a

National and World Setting
IV. Map and Globe Skills

Grade III Grade V

Theme: Man and His Institutions Theme: an In a Changing Society

I. Government as an Institution 1. A Nation Evolves from
II. Transportation and Communication Immigration

III. Urbanization and Industrialization II. t Nation Emerges Through il 1

conflicts to a World Power li
Additional or Optional Unit III. Man and His Government

IV. Education as an Institution Additional or Optional Unit

IV. Scarcity In a Land of.

Abundance

If



RATIONALE

Man's knowledge in the past few decades has increased at an explosive rate. Because

of this increasing knowledge, our students must be educated to deal with new facts and

conditions. Students must learn to cope with the problems brought about by rapid tech-

nological change and increased urbanization. Therefore, students must be assisted to

acquire the knowledge, value perspectives, and skills needed to meet the challenge of

the complexities of modern life.

Inquiry through the Social Studies is one way to meet the problems of the futlre.

Ve era of the opinion that the Social Studies are a major way by which we help the

student to better understand himself and his social environment, and to use this under-

stowing to relate in a meaningful way to present and future conditions. The ultimate

goal of Social Studies is to develop a person who can think, behave, and function as

a rational human being and responsible citizen. In order to reach this goal, we

utilize data abstracted from the Social Science disciplines of history, political



science, sociology, geography, psychology, anthropology, and economics together with

the humanities such as literature, art, and music. Through specific technique and by

implication, the Social Studies program will be closely 4nterrelated with tin total

school curriculum.

In order to fulfill the suggested purposes basic to an adequate Sociej Studies

program for Howard County an articulated K-12 program was developed. This Social

Studies design is logically arranged in a K-12 sequence, built around tae idea of

Man as the central theale. Each year the student is exposed to concepts which act

as organizers for the year's study. This conceptual design allows for a great deal

of flexibility on the part of the teacher who can utilize a great range of historical

and social science data in order to support the conceptual structure. By design this

arrangement of concepts allows for a coordinated perspective with which to view the

study of man through the elementary and secondary school. The emphasis is no longer

on content as an end in itself, but on proceduresby which students utilize content

as a means to an end.



Through effective instructional procedures, we seek to provide our students with

methods and techniques that will help them use key understandings in adapting to moder

cultural, social, and scientific developments. With the variety of material and re-

.sourcespresented in this guide, the teacher should be able to adapt programs to the

range of ability levels in any given classroom. It is suggested that through the use

of this guide each child will be offered the means.to develop his potential abilities

to the fullest.

Teachers are urged to read and keep abreast of current developments in the Social

Studies. It is. anticipated that teachers will use their own ideas and techniques in

adaptingthis program to their individual situation.

No curriculum guide is ever final. It is suggested that teachers make marginal

notes indicating weaknesses and strengths of the units and evaluate them on the. form

provided. Teachers are urged to share any original material or ideas they have used.



GENERAL OBJECTIVES

(K-li)

The student will demonstrate competencies at all levels of the cognitive, 0.ffective,
and psycho-motor domains as he engages in the processes of inquiry peculiar to the social
studies.

The student through reflective thinking will utilize logical processes of the scientifi
method by engaging in inductive and deductive thinking.

The student will know the processes and procedures of his immediate, local, state,
national, international, and world institutions. He will be able to participate in his
society which may promote social change.

The student will receive information about other cultures. After comprehending and
synthesizing this information, he will organize, evaluate, and characterize the individualit
of these cultures as well as the reciprocal contributions cultures have made to the
development of civilization.

The stud(Aw will respond to, analyze, and evaluate his relationship to and needs..
from the physical environment.

The student will be encouraged to realize his individuality and role so that he may
function with efficiency and direction within the framework of social institutions.

The student will comprehend and value the contributions to his own culture of various
racial and ethnic groups.

The student will critically examine the attitudes and judgments which have been
expressed about racial and ethnic groups and be able to separate myth from reality.

The student will comprehend, value, and analyze the characteristics of the American
Way of Life as a unique expression of institutions and cultures to gain an Understanding
of the complexities of contemporary society.

in



GRADE TWO

THEME: MAN IN THE COMMUNITY

CONTENTS

Explanation of Grade Two Program

Unit I - People: Create Communities
Explanation of Unit I
Objectives for Uet I
Outline of Content for Unit I

Unit II - The Community and Its Natural Resources
Explanation of Unit. II
Objectives for Unit II
Outline of Content -for Unit II

Unit III - Comparison of Communities Around the World
Explanation of Unit III
Objectives for Unit III
Outline of Content for Unit
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THEME: MAN IN THE COMMUNITY

EXPLANATION OF GRADE TWO PROGRAM

During the course of this year the student will study the overall

concept of community. The student will learn what a 'community is and

how the people in the community contribute to it as individuals and

family groups. Through this study the student will gain a knowledge.

of his place in the community and his worth as an indiVidual. After

studying the concept of community the student will then compare his

community to that of others around the world..



Grade 2 - Unit I People Create Communities

PEOPLE CREATE COMMUNITIES

EXPLANATION

In the first grade the student gained a kncwledge and understanding of the concept

of family. Now the student is ready to enlarge his scope of understanding to include

that of the larger community. The first unit is designed to help the student gain a

working knowledge of the concept of community. He will see that a community is made

up of any group of people who live in a certain geographic area, whose values and

customs are similar, and who must face and solve community problems together. Since

both the family and the school have been studied in earlier grades, there will be a

brief review of the family as the smallest community and the school as a community.

However, the major emphasis will be placed on the smaller neighborhood and local

communities and on the larger kinds of communities; rural, urban and suburban. The

student will learn that communities vary in function, composition, age, appearance,

size and site. Emphasis, too, will be placed upon the people who live in the com-

munity and on how they live and work together even though they may come from varying

backgrounds, nationalities and races. In the final part of the unit, the student

will study the concept of change as it related to the community. Because change is

a constant factor within the community, the student will see the changes or l'ae kinds

of changes that may take place and

1LVv.

these changes have occurred.

1.5



Grade 2 - Unit I- People Create Communities

3

PEOPLE CREATE COMMUNITIES

OBJECTIVES

1. The student will be able to identify people who work at the school.

2. The student will be able to find his way around the schoct.

3. The student will be able to identify himself as a member of his class and school

4. The student will be able to describe the role of each member of the family.

5. The student will be able to use a map of Howard County to locate his community.

6. The student will be able to locate suburban, urban and rural communities on a
map of Howard County.

7. The student will be able to locate information about communities.

8. The student will be able to identify pictures and/or verbal descriptions of
suburban, urban and rural communities.

9. The student will be able to describe how various communities vary in size,
population and kinds of workers.

10. The student will be able to identify roles of the various workers in the three
types of communities studied.

11. The student will be able to receive data concerning the importance of each
individual to the school, family and community.

12. The student will be able to assume responsibility for various jobs within the
community.

14



Grade 2 - Unit I - People Create Communities

PEOPLE CREATE COMMUNITIES

OUTLINE FOR UNIT I

A. Smaller Kinds of Communities
1. School
2. Family
3. Neighborhood

B. Larger Kinds of Communities
1. Rural

a. Physical features
b. Occupations, crafts
c. Interdependence of

2. Urban
a. Physical features
b. Occupations, crafts
c. Interdependence of

3. Suburban
a. Physical features
b. Occupations, crafts
c'. Interdependence of

and skills needed in the community
the people in the community

and skills needed in the community
the people in the community

and skills needed in the community
the people in the community

C. Living as Neighbors in the Community

D. Comparison of Communities

E. Changes in the Community
1. Kinds of changes
2. Reasons for changes
3. Changes in Howard County

15



Grade 2 - Unit I - People Create Communities

CONCEPT-ORIENTED SUB-TITLE

A. Smaller Kinds of Communities

1. School

16

Ask

What things do
Why?

y

What things do y.
Why?
(Note: This will

into the child's
to develop behavi

Show short strip I,
Neighborhoods

List reasons for co

Make a list of the p

I. classmates
2. friends
3. teachers.
4. principal
5. secretary
6. custodian
7. nurse
8. safeties



TEACHING STRATEGIES

Ask

What things do you like best about school?
Why?

What things do you like least about school?
Why?
(Note: This will give the teacher an insight
into the child's feelings so that he can begin
to develop behavioral attitudes.)

Show short strip I, pp. 42-43, School, Families,
Neighborhoods

List reasons for coming to school on the chalkboard.

Make a list of the people the child meets at school.

1. classmates 9. teacher aides
2. friends 10. student teachers
3. teachers. 11. cafeteria workers

4. principal 12. dentist

5. secretary 13. supervisors

6. custodian 14. class mothers
7. nurse 15. substitutes
8. safeties 16. bus driver



Grade 2 - Unit I

CONTENT & MATERIALS
VARIANTS IN STRATEGIES

AND CONTENT

Teacher's Guide - School, Families,
Neighborhoods - A Multimedia
Readiness Approach - Shortstrip I,
pp. 42-43 in guide

The child comes to school for many
reasons:

1. to learn academic subjects
2. to meet and play with others
3. to learn responsibility
4. to do interesting things

Use Community Helpers chart for
school workers.

There are many people in the school.
1. Classmate - child in the same class
2. Friend - any person who plays and/or

works with the child
3. Teacher - someone whose job it is

to help the child learn
4. Principal - helps'teacher and

children
5. Custodian - helps keep the school

clean for health purposes
6. Secretary - helps principal,

teachers, child. Role varies
from school to school.

18

Have principal, secretary, custodian
or anyone else available in the school
come into the class and talk about his
job at school.

Take the children to meet the various
workers.



VARIANTS IN STRATEGIES
AND CONTENT EVALUATION

ies,

rip I,

any

is

hers

hool.
me class
ys and/or

it is

nd Have principal, secretary, custodian
or anlione else available in the school

school come into the class and talk about his
job at school.

es Take the children to meet the various
workers.

Children should be able to
identify people who work at
school.

The children can draw
pictures of workers in the
school and label them.

19 5A



Grade 2 - Unit I - People Create Communities

CONCEPT-ORIENTED SUB-TITLE

A. Smaller Kinds of Communities (Continued)

1. School (Continued)

6

20

TEACIIINi

(Discuss only these in the
to the child's school.)

Make a model or map of the
discussed, the place where
in or indicated in some way.
of small cereal boxes or cl;

Learn the names cf classmat

Draw pictures of school wort
Learn what each school work.
Learn the names of the scho

Show film Beginning Respons



nities

TEACHING STRATEGIES

(Continued) (Discuss only these in the list that are appropriate
to the child's school.)

Make a model or map of the school. As each helper is
discussed, the place where he works could be colored
in or indicated in some way. The model could be made
of small cereal boxes or clay or other appropriate materials.

Learn the names of classmates.

Draw pictures of school workers.
Learn what each school worker does.
Learn the names of the school workers.

Show film Beginning Responsibility.

U

U



Grade 2 - Unit I

CONTENT & MATERIALS

7. Nurse - comes to give eye and ear
tests - is concerned with the
health of the child

8. Dentist - checks children's
teeth

9. Bus driver - takes children
to and from school safely.

10. Safeties - children who watch
out for the safety of other
children

11. Teacher Aides - help teacher
and children

12. Student teacher - helps teacher
and children

13. Cafeteria workers - cook lunches
14. Supervisors - help with methods

and curriculum
15. Substitutes - take the teacher's

place when he is not there
16. Class mothers - help give

parties for class and go on
field trips. (Role varies
from school to school.)

17. Child - comes to school to
work and play.

Film F-122 (Central Office)
Beginning Responsibility

VARIANTS IN STRATEGIES
AND CONTENT

Make chart stories of various
workers.

Take a walk around the school
to locate various rooms or
areas.

Set up a learning center where
children can bring in pictures
found in magazines about school
life. These pictures can he
mounted on a board or put in a
booklet. Other children may
look at the booklet or mounted
pictures.

22 23



RIALS
VARIANTS IN STRATEGIES

AND CONTENT

o give eye and ear
erned with the
hild
s children's

Ices children

ool safely.

Aren who watch
ety of other

help teacher

- helps teacher

- cook lunches
elp with methods

ake the teacher's
s not there
help give

ass and go on
:Role varies
school.)
o school to

Office)

lit

Make chart stories of various
workers.

Take a walk around the school
to locate various rooms or
areas.

Set up a learning center where
children can bring in pictures
found in magazines about school
life. These pictures can be
mounted on a board or put in a
booklet. Other children may
look at the booklet or mounted
pictures.

EVALUATION

23

1

Child should be able to identify
teachers and their helpers with
their rooms or areas.

Child should be able to find
all the rooms or areas as he
walks around the school.

Child should he able to locate
the rooms or areas on a plan
of the school.

6A



Grade 2 - Unit I People Create Communities

CONCEPT-ORIENTED SUB-TITLE

A. Smaller Kinds of Communities (Continued)

2. Family

7

24

Note: The tea
lives. The peo
be considered
because it is
interacts with

Ask:

What kind of t

Why do you thi
family? (Disc

gets their bas

Draw pictures
family member

Look at pictur
or books.



mmunities

TEACHING STRATEGIES

es (Continued) Note: The teacher should learn with whom the child
lives. The people who take care of the child should
be considered his family for this part of the unit
because it is necessary to show how the child
interacts with the family.

Ask:

What kind of things do you do with your family?

Why do you think you do these things with your
family? (Discuss how each member of the family
gets their basic needs.)

Draw pictures s'iowing various types of jobs each
family member holds.

Look at pictures of family life from magazines
or books.

25
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Grade 2 - Unit I

VARIANTS IN STRATEGIEF
CONTENT & MATERIALS AND CONTENT__

The child:
1, lives with the family
2. travels with the. family
3. has fun with the family
4. eats with the family
5. argues with the family
6. works with the family
7. talks with the family
8. helps the family

Everyone has basic needs both
physical and emotional. These
needs can be filled by the family

Children can find pictures in magazines
showing family life.

Each family member has a role to play Read Mommies, Lonnie Carton
1. breadwinner Random House, 1960.
2. housekeeper
3. cook

etc.

26



VARIANTS IN STRATEGIES
AND CONTENT EVALUATION

. . _

How well does the child
identify himself as a member
of the family by telling
some of the things he does
with the family?

Is the child able to identify
ily family members from clues
amily provided by the teacher
amily through the use of riddles or
ly brief descriptions?
roily

ily
ily

s - both
These

the family

ures in magazines

a role to play Read Mammies, Lonnie Carton
Random House, 1960.

27 7A



Grade 2 - Unit I - People Create Communities

CONCEPT-ORIENTED SUB-TITLE

8

A. Smaller Kinds of Communities (Continued)

2. Family (Continued)

3. Neighborhood

B. Larger Kinds of Communities

1. Rural

28

Show film - Families a
Show film - Families a
Set up learning center

Show study prints 55,
Select those questions
pertain to the explana

Show pictures of a rur
Discuss the way the la
are, kinds of road, et
Use Our Working World,



I fo I unities

TEACHING STRATEGIES

(Continued)

Show film - Families and Learning
Show film - Families and Transportation

Set up learning center about parents teaching child.

Show study prints 55, 56, 57.
Select those questions from pp. 146-149 that
pertain to the explanation in the Content.

Show pictures of a rural community.
Discuss the way the land looks, where the towns
are, kinds of road, etc.
Use Our Working World, pp. 52-53 for a picture.

29 !. 1
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1

Grade 2 - Unit I

CONTENT & MATERIALS

Jobs are shared by various
members of the family.

Films:
F-178 - Families and Learning
F-177 - Families and Transportation

Mount study print 33 a/b from Schools,
Families, Neighboorhoods, a Multimedia
Approach - Field Ed. Publication, 1969.
Use as a learning center. Have child-
ren study these pictures showing parents
teaching their children and let them
think of a time when they learned some-
thing from their parents. Have them
write a 2bort story about that time.
Picture should stay mounted at least
a week so that each child has a chance
to do this.

People who live near each other are
called neighbors. A neighborhood
is a place where families live and
meet many of their needs. Neighbor-
hoods may have different kinds of
homes and buildings (single family,
apartments, etc.)

Use pp. 146-149, Schools, Families,
Neighborhoods, a Multimedia Approach
Show pictures suggested.

A community is a group of people
living near each other so that
their needs can be taken care of.

Use Our Working World, Neighbors
at Work, pp. 52-53, SRA, 1965

30

VARIANTS IN STRATEGIES
AND CONTENT

Daddies, Lonnie Carton,
Random House, 1960

Do a puppet show about families
and workers.

Plan a walk through a residential
neighborhood. Notice types of
houses and physical features.

Use pp. 38-41 Family_ Studies,
Scott Foresman (about different
types of homes).

Take a trip around a rural
community.

31



VARIANTS IN STRATEGIES
AND CONTENT EVALUATION

Daddies, Lonnie Carton,
Random House, 1960

_on
Do a puppet show about families
and workers.

Ls,

lia

?69. Plan a walk through a residential Child should be able to tell
_d- neighborhood. Notice types of what a neighborhood is.
rents houses and physical features.

How well can the child
me- identify from a list those

things most likely to be
Use pp. 38-41 Family Studies, in a neighborhood?
Scott Foresman (about different

,ce types of homes).

Take a trip around a rural
community.

31

Identify the type of
community by use of
pictures. (rural)

8A



rade 2 - Unit I - People Create Communities

CONCEPT-ORIENTED SUB-TITLE

B. Larger Kinds of Communities (Continued)

1. Rural (Continued)

a. Physical Features

b. Occupations, crafts, and
skills needed in the
community.

TEACHING STRATEGIES

32

Ask questions:

1. Why are there few roads?
2. Why are the houses far apart?
3. Where are the towns?
4. Why have the towns grown up there?
5. What kinds of buildings might we find in

the town?
6. What is most of the land used for?

What kinds of jobs might we find available in
a rural community. List these on the board.



Grade 2 - Unit I

COITPENT & MATERIALS

The word rural means open space.
Most of the land in a ruralcom-
munity is used for farming. The
houses are far apart. There are
few roads. These are long and
usually paved, but some are still
dirt.

There is a small town which serves
the rural farming community. In

the town we might find churches,
schools, stores, restaurants, gas
stations, a fire department, a
police department, a post office,
a railroad station, a bus station
and banks.

People earn a living by
farming
storekeeping
teaching
selling papers
being a policeman
being a doctor
being a nurse
working for a utility company
banking
delivering milk

33

VARIANTS IN STRATEGIES
AND C0111:NT

Make a map of the community.

Locate a rural community on
a map.

Show film F-24, Day at the
Fair.



VARIANTS IN STRATECIFS
AND CWTENT

. _ .

Make a map of the community.

Locate a rural community on
a map.

Show film F-24, Day at the
es Fair.

34

EVAIULTION

Can the child identify rural
areas by verbal descriptions
or by riddles.

9A



Grade 2 - Unit I - People Create Communities

CONCEPT-ORIENTED SUB-TITLE TEACHIN STRATEGIES

10

B. Larger Kinds of Communities Disluss kinds of jobs.
(Continued)

b. Occupations, crafts, and
skills needed in the
community. (Continued)

Show films - Farmer
Uncle Jim's Dairy Farm



Grade 2 - Unit I

CONTENT & MATERIALS

There are many jobs in a rural
community.

farmer - raises animals for meat
or products, or raises vegetables,
grain, etc.

farm hand - helps the farmer take
care of farm

banker - serves farmer and towns-
people by lending money and helping.
people save money

fireman - volunteer, lives in com-
munity - works at another job - puts
out fires

policeman - would be state or county -
aids people, protects community.

utility worker's- provides gas, electri-
city, telephones, etc. for community

teacher - teaches children in the
community

Discuss any other jobs that are appro-
priate to the community.

Film F37, Farmer
Film F85, Uncle Jim's Dairy Farm

(County.Media Center)

36

VARIANTS IN
AND CON'
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VARIANTS IN STRATEGIES
AND CONTENT EVALUATION

37

.-;an students identify pictures
of workers by creating riddles?

Example:

I 1,ve in the town. I help
the people save money. Who
am I?

10P.



cads 2 - Unit I - People Create Communities

CONCrPP-ORIENTED SUB-TITLE S'CFLTIA;IL

B, Larger Kinds of Communities
(Continued)

1. Rural (Continued)

c. Interdependence of people
in the community

2. Urban

What are some of the things a person it a rural
community might need? (Show pictures of people
buying food, clothing, or other needed items.)

How do the people get these things?

Show shortstrip 9 as a review.
Ask such questions as:
Who works here? How does he help other people?



11

y

Grade 2 - Unit I

CONTENT & MATERIALS

All people have certain needs and
wants. Needs are things we cannot
live without. Wants are things we
would like to have. People in the
community need food, shelter and
clothing. They want a variety of
things including entertainment,
transportation, communication, and
various machines.

VARIANTS IN STRATEGIES
AND CONTENT

People buy the things they need with .

money. In order to get money, they
must work.

People are dependent on one another
because they cannot provide all the
goods and services needed for
themselves.

The farmer grows food and sells it.
With the money he makes, he buys the
things he needs or wants at stores.
Storekeepers sell. the things people
need (food, clothing, etc.) in order
to make money to buy the things he
needs.

Shortstrip 9, School, Families,
Neighborhoods, Multimedia Readiness
Program, pp. 180-181. .

The urban community is usually con-
gested with houses close together,
tall buildings, many streets,
abundance of traffic, stores,
apartment buildings, zoos, parks,
and other recreational facilities,
schools, churches, factories, ships
in the harbor (Baltimore), train
stations, museums, many people
from various cultures.

39

Use Local Studies, Scott Fore
pp. 72-81, as an alternative
Teaching Strategies

or

Use Everyday Economics, Level
Noble & Noble, to show inter-
dependence and economy and
needs and wants.



VARIANTS IN STRATEGIES
AND CONTENT EVALUATION
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Use Local Studies, Scott Foresman,
pp. 72-81, as an alternative to
Teaching Strategies

or

Use Everyday Economics, Level I
Noble & Noble, to show inter-
dependence and economy and
needs and wants.
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Grade-2 -.Unit I - People Create Communities

CONCLPT-ORIENTED SUB -TITLE TEACHP3G STRATEGIE,'

B. Larger Kinds of Communities
(Continued)

2. Urban (Continued)

a. physical features

b. occupations, crafts and
skills needed in the
community

2

Show a picture or pictures of the city.
Ask the children to describe what they see.

Appropriate questions might be:

Is the city attractive?
Why is it congested?
Why do people want to live there?

Show film Helpers in Our Communities.
Show pictures from Community Helpers Chart.

Make a chart showing various workers - showing
who they are and where they work

Who
fireman
minister
secretary
nurse

Where
firehouse
church
bank, school
hospital



E

11

Grade 2 - Unit I

CONTENT & MATERIALS
VARIANTS IN STRiTFCILS

AND CONTENT

Have pictures of the city.

The congestion is caused by the
fact that man, people come to
the city to earn-a- living and
they want to live '.lose to their
work.

Film F-10, Helpers in Our
Community
Milton Bradley - Community
'Helpers Chart (or any chart)

The people in the urban community
make a living as
doctors employees of
lawyers utility co.
policemen employees of hotels,
mailmen theaters, restau-
newsboys rants, etc.
reporters firemen
factory workers nurses
businessmen teachers
storekeepers drivers - bus, taxis,
gas station trucks

attendants etc.

42

Make a scrapbook of an urban
community with pictures and
newspaper clippings.

Read poems Skyscrapers and
Rain In the City by Rachel
Lyman Field and The City
Child by Lois Lenski.

Have community helpers come
to classroom and talk to the
children.

Read Dear Garbage Man, Gene
Zion, Harper & Row, 1957.

Read Mr. Charlie's Gas Statior
Edith and Clement Hurd,
Lippincott.



VARIANTS IN STRiTEGIES
AND CONTENT
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etc.
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Make a scrapbook of an urban
community with pictures and
newspaper clippings.

Read poems Skyscrapers and
Rain In the City by Rachel
Lyman Field and The City
Child by Lois Lenski.

Have community helpers come
to classroom and talk to the
children.

Read Dear GarbaLe Man, Gene
Zion, Harper & Row, 1957.

Read !r. Charlie's Gas Station,
Edith and Clement Hurd,
Lippincott.

43

EVALUATION

Can the children identify
a city from pictures?

The child titould be able to
identify workers from des-
criptions that the teacher
gives. He can collect:
pictures and label them.

12A



Grade 2 - Unit I

CONCEPT-ORIENTED SUB-TITLE TEACHING STRA

13

b. Larger Rinds of Communities
(Continued)

2. Urban (Continued)

c. interdependence of people
in the community

3. Suburban

a. Physical feature&

44

Show pictures of people working in
Ask: Why are these people working

money, for satisfaction)
Why do they need to earn money? (t
things they need and want)
List the kinds of things people ne

Needs
food
clothing
shelter
water
air

Haw do people get
(from people who
services)

Want
recr
vaca
luxu

te
ab

the things they w
provide the neces

Use pp. 120-121 of Social Science,
Harcourt, Brace & World. Look at
read explanation. bring out the f
people provide goods and services
so that.they can, in like order, c
and use services also.

Show pictures of a suburban eammuhl
Discuss location of houses and sho
main roads, etc.
Discuss the areas of 3 suburban co
residential and commercial.
Why is it a good idea to have comme
residential sections separated?



JB -TITLE TEACHING STRATEGIES

,unities Show pictures of people working in the city.
Ask: Why are these people working? (to earn
money, for satisfaction)
Why do they need to earn money? (to buy the
things they need and want)

nce of people List. the kinds of things people need and want
nity

tures

Needs Wants
food recreation
clothing vacation
shelter luxuries (color TV,
water telephone extensions,
air abundance of clothing)

Hord° people get the things they want and need?
(from people who provide the necessary goods and
services)

Use pp. 120-121 of Social Science, Level II
Harcourt, Brace & World. Look at picture and
read explanation. Bring out the fact thai.. these

people provide goods and services to earn money
so that. they can, in like order, consume goods
and use services also.

Show pictures of a suburban community.
Discuss location of houses and shopping centers -
main roads, etc.
Discuss the areas of a suburban community -
reedential and commercial.
Why is it a good idea to have commercial and
residential sections separated?

45



Grade 2 - Unit I
VARIANTS IN ;TRATEGIES

CONTENT & MATERIALS AND CONTENT

People in the city depend on one
another for the satisfaction of many
of their needs and wants.

Have pictures of people working - use
p. 109, Principles and Practices in
the Teaching of the Social Sciences,
Concepts and Values, Level II,
Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc. 1970

People work to earn money so that
they can buy the things they need
and the things they want. Some
people provide these goods and
services to be used by others
as well as themselves.

Principles and Practices in the
Teaching of :he Social Sciences,
Concepts and Values, Level II
Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc. 1970

Ask each child to think of three
things he really needs and three
things he wants.

Can U.;n:

Schools, Families, Neighborhoods
A Multimedia Readiness Program - Vie Our Community, Allyn & Bacon,
pp. 150-156, Teacher's Guide to to extend the concept of money and
bring out discussion of goods work, pp. 110-111.
and services.

Have pictures of a suburban
community.

The land in a suburban community
is used fort
Housing schools
stores churches
roads (old and new)

There might be an old town
nearby.

Take a field rrl.p around a suburban
Notic, the location or houses.

46 47
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VARIANTS IN ;TRATEGIES

AND CONTENT
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Ask each child to think of three
things he really needs and three
things he wants.

Use Our Community, Allyn & Bacon,
to extend the concept of money and
work, pp. 110-111.

EVALUATION

Children should be able to
classify a list of wants
and needs into appropriate
categories.

Take a field trip around a suburban Children should be able ti
ara. Fotic, ,7he location of houses, tell what a suburban tommunit
iic ,r ,

1:y ?dent Firing pinra,..c:s or

47



Grade 2 - Unit I - People Create Communities

CONCEPT-ORIENTED SUB-TITLE

3. Suburban (Continued)

a. Physical features (Continued)

b. Occupations, crafts, and
skills needed in the
community.

14

What kinds of s
(supermarkets,
Why is it not n
theater in ever!
Why are some sto

What would happe
have shopping ce
to the city to s

Discuss the jobs
Why are these Jo

Open a discussin
Why can they co
What kinds of Jo

Why have the co
suburbs?



3ommunities

LE TEACHING STRATEGIES

(Continued)

ts, and
he

What kinds of stores might be found in these sections?
(supermarkets, drug store, etc.)
Why is it not necessary to have a dress shop or a
theater in every shopping center?
Why are some stores more necessary than others?

What would happen if the suburban area did not
have shopping centers? (People would have to go
to the city to shop.)

Discuss the jobs that people have in the community.
Why are these jobs necessary in the community?

Open a discussion on commuters - What are they?
Why can they commute?
What kinds of jobs might they have in the city?

Why have the commuters chosen to live in the
suburbs?

49
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Grade 2 - Unit I

CONTENT & MATERIALS
VARIANTS IN Si

AND CONT

There might be some old farms still
in use.
Nearby is a large city.
There are shopping ,..:enters.

There is more and more traffic.
There is usually building going on.

Many people
work in the
doctors
lawyers
merchants
nurses
firemen
builder-

who live in the suburbs
suburbs as:

policemen
newspapermen
gas station

attendants
milkmen
etc.

Some people who live in the suburbs
work in the city. They travel to the
city each day in autos, on trains and on
buses. These people are called commuters.

People want to get out of the city
because it is congested and they
want to have some land and open
spaces around them. The air is
cleaner, fresher and cooler in
the suburbs.

50

Locate a suburban c
map.

Make a map showing
and residential sec

Make a model of the

Write a poem about

If the community th
is a suburban area,
parents work in the
many work in the ci.



VARIANTS IN STR.TEGIES
,LS AND CONTE1T EVALUATION
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Locate a suburban community on a
map.

Make a map showing the commercial
and residential sections.

Make a model of the community.

Write a poem about suburban life.

If the community the child lives in
is a suburban area, ask how many
parents work in the suburbs? How
many work in the city?

51



Grade 2 - Unit I - People Create Communities

CONCEPT-ORIENTED SUB-TITLE

3. Suburban (Continued)

1.5

c. Interdependence of people
in the community

52

Discuss the irate
suburbs.

Give examples o
areas.

What services and
need?

Use frames 3-8, Sh
Discuss kinds of
they need.
Discuss the medics
are supplied there



.ate Communities

B-TITLE

axed)

nce of people
pity

TEACHING STRATEGIES

Discuss the interdependence of people in the
suburbs.

Give examples of interdependence in suburban
areas.

What services and goods would people in the suburbs
need?

Use frames 3-8, Shortstrip 8.
Discuss kinds of stores where people get the things
they need.

Discuss the medical center and the services that
are supplied there.

53
1



Grade 2 - Unit I

i.ONTENT & MATERIALS

People in the community are dependent up-
on one another. People need to buy
the things they need and want and
they do not always want to take the
time to go into the city. They buy
at the shopping center. People living
in the community might work in the
shoppirg centers so they can make
money to buy what they need. Telephone.

and Gas Companies rrovide services in
the community. Some factories and offices
are moving to the suburbs and these
provide jobs for people who live in the
suburbs.

People would need
trash collectors
policemen
firemen
barbers
dentists
doctors
food

clothing

Shortstrip 8 - Schools, Families,
Neighborhoods, a Multimedia
Readiness Program, p. 178 TE

54

VARiAlTS TN STRATEC
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EVALUATIWA

How well did the children
provide appropriate
examples?

15A



Grade 2 - Unit I - People Create Communities

CONCEPT-ORIENTED SUB-TITLE

16

C. %lying as Neighbors in the
Community

56

TEACHr.

Have the children tell whor
originally came from. (By
will see that nationalitie
each community.)

In order to teach the conce
among famines, the teach?
the following books.

NobodyListens - Surpri-
A ?lac(

Reachin2 Out

The Answer - A Job for ,

Happy Little Family

The New Sitter

Holland in America - p.
Wor

Show pictures from Schools,
Multimedia Readiness Progra
#35 a & b, #61, #18.



TEACHING STRATEGIES

Have the children tell where their families
originally came from. (By doing this, children
will see that nationalities may he different in
each community.)

rn order to teach the concept of differences
among families, the teacher can read stories from
the following books.

Nobody...Listens - Surprise for Mama
A Place of Their Own

Reaching Out

Answer - A Job for Jimmy

Happy Little Family

The New Sitter

Holland in America - p. 56, SRA, Our Working
World

Show pictures from Schools, Families, Neighborhoods -
Multimedia Readiness Program 432, #73, #37 a & b,
#35 a & b, #61, #18.

57
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Grade 2 - Unit I

CONTENT & MATERIALS

In a community, whether it be rural,
suburban, or urban, families live
together as neighbors. All of these
families are alike in that they all
have the same basic needs of food,
clothing and shelter. Families
satisfy these needs by cooperating
with others in providing these needs.

However, families are also different.
A family can differ from its neighbors
in 8ocial and religious customs (ex.
celebrating different holidays, eating
special foods) size, structure,
race, nationality, age of members,
wants, and language.

it is important that the teacher get
these two concepts of likenesses and
differenceb in the neighborhood over
to the children. Help them to appreciate
that families are different even though
they live as neighbors and that these
differences can enrich the. neighbor-
hood and promote better understanding.

The children can find pictures of
families and discuss the above concepts.

Use
Nobody Listens - American Book
Company, New York, 1970
Reaching Out - American Book
Company, New York, 1970
The Answer, American Book Company,
New York, 1970
Happy Little Family, Rebecca Candill,
Chicago: Winston, 1947
The New Sitter, Ruth Abel, Oxford
University Press, New York, 1950

School:, Families, NoighLoth,'nds

Multimedia Readiness Pro:zram, #32, 73,
37 a/b, 435 a/b, #61,18 58

VARIANTS IN STRATEGIES
AND CONTENT__

Read Poems:

1. A Happy Neighborhood, by
Leon Traclitman, OurWorkiaw.
World, SRA, Neighbors Wnrk,
Teacher's Edition, p. 41.

2. Neighborhood, by Leon Irachtman,
Our Workin World, SRA, Neighbors
at Work, p. 44.

Filmstrip P218-SAR, Children of the
Inner City

Read Books:

1. Hymiets Fiddle, Mel. Silverman,
Cleveland: World Publishing, 1960.

2. We Hire in the City, Lois Lenski,
Philadelphia: Lippincott, 1954.

3. Rice Bowl Per, Patricia M. Martin,
New York: Crowell, 1962.

4. Moy Moy, Leo Politi, New York,
Scribner, 1960.

At

wa:



VARIANTS IN STRATEGIES
AND CONTENT EVALUATION

ead Poems:

. A Happy Neighborhood, by Are children able to tell
Leon Trachtman, Ouryorking ways neighbors are alike
World, SRA, Neighbors z: Work, and ways they are different?
Teacher's Edition, p. 41.

Neighborhood, by Leon Trachtman,
Our Working, World, SRA, Neighbors
at Work, p. 44.

.1mstrip R218-SAR, Children of the
nicer City

:ead Books:

. Hymie's Fiddle, Mel. Silverman,
Cleveland: World Publishing, 1960.

. We Hire in the City, Lois Lenski,
Philadelphia: Lippincott, 1954.

Rice Bowl Pic, Patricia M. Martin,
New York: Crowell, 1962.

Moy Hoy, Leo Politi, New York,
Scribner, 1960.



Grade 2 - Unit 1- People Create Communities

CONCEPT-ORIENTED SUB-TITLE TEACHING ETRAT

17

D. Comparison of Communities Make a chart comparing the three v.

E. Changes in the community

1. Kinds of changes

2. Reasons for change

Rural Suburban
houses far apart houses close
few roads together
open space more roads

As an overarching assignment, have
note of any changes that they see
of new families in the area).
Have you noticed anything new happ
community?
Are there new houses?
Are some buildings being taken dow
Does the community look better tha
Is it getting old and shabby?
Do people keep the buildings repel
Is more and more land being used?

Look at pictures of early communit
now. Tell how they are different.
Use pp. 130-131 of Our Working Wor

Read The Little House.

Have children divide into groups a
magazines, etc., for reasons for c
community.

Use as a guide question:
Why have changes occurred in the c

60 _61



TEACHING STRATEGIES

Make a chart comparing the three various communities.

Rural Suburban Urban
houses far apart houses close houses very
few roads together close
open space more roads many roads

little open
space

As an overarching assignment, have children make
note of any changes that they see (including names
of new families in the area).
Have you noticed anything new happening in your
community?
Are there new houses?
Are some buildings being taken down?
Does ;the community look better than before?
Is a getting old and shabby?
Do people keep the buildings repaired?
Is more and more land being used?

Look at pictures of early communities and communities
now. Tell how they are different.
Use pp. 130-131 of Our Working_ World.

Read The Little House.

Have children divide into groups and look in books,
magazines, etc., for reasons for change in the
community.

Use as a guide question:
Why have changes occurred in the community?

11



E Grade 2 - Unit

Changes are constantly occurring
in a community. Some changes are
for the better. Some are for the
worse.

Find pictures of communities of
the past and present.
Our Working_ World - SRA

The Little House - Virginia Burtch,
Houghton, 1942

Over the years communities have chunged
greatly. These changes are occurring
constantly because of new ideas and new
inventions. Mobility is a prime reason
for change in the community. People .7.re

able to move from one community to
another with relative ease due to fa:It
altd available transportation. Some

62

,s.tr, 1N

Make a. bulletin board of pictures
to compare the three types of
communities.

Have children ask parents how their
community has changed.

Creative Writing - My Community
]00 years ago.

63



TN ',TR

EVAIXAFJON

Make a bulletin board of pictures
to compare the three types of
communities.

Have children ask parents how their
community has changed.

Creative Writiia - My Community

100 years ago.

How well did children
develop the chart?

How offectivc was the

A rf!sponse to questions?

-e
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Grade 2 - Unit I- People Create Communities

18

CONCEPT-ORIENTED SUB-TITLE

E. Changes in the Community
(Continued)

2. Reasons for change
(Continued)

64

TEAC4

Groups can explore:

1. How nature changes th

2. How transportation ch

3. How destroying old bu
new ones has changed

---



TEACHING STRATEGIES

Groups can explore:

1. How nature changes the community.

2. How transportation changes the community.

3. How destroying old buildings and constructing

new ones has changed the community.

65



Grade 2 - Unit I

CONTENT & MATERIALS

reasons are change or transfer in
jobs, higher taxes, change in the
old neighborhood or ju &t the fulfill-
ment of a dream, might cause a person
to move. Because people are moving
frequently, houses and apartments are
being built and new communities are
developing or enlarging. New
shopping centers. are being built to
serve the growing community.

While some communities are building
up, others are deteriorating due to
neglect. When these communities
become too bed off, the old buildings
*re demolished and that land is used
for neceosary purposes such as apart-
ments, stores, parks and parking lots.

Besides people changing the looks of a
community, nature also does. Such
things GS floods, hurricanes, fires
and landslides can cause change.

For group work use - Our Working
World - SAA, Neighbors at Work,
57730 -134.

VARIANTS IN STRATEGIES
ANt, CpNlt;NT_

Read A New Harvest, pp. 19:-195,
Our Working World, SRA, Neighk:.rs
at Work.



VARIANTS IN STRATEGIES
ANE, COr.:ENT utiADIATJUN

Read I New Harvest, pp. 193-195, Evaluate the results of the
Our Working World, SRA, Neighbors children's community ex-

'1- at Work. planation.
on

re

cgs

-t-
ts.

fa
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Grade 2 - Unit I - People Create Communities

CONCEPT-ORIENTED SUB-TITLE TEACHIt

19

E. Changes in the Community
(Continued)

3. Changes in Howard County

fR

Ask:

What kinds of charges are
County?

List the changes on the b

Show pictures of Howard C
(use pictures of remainin

Show pictures of Howard C

Discuss reason for the ch



,reate CGmmunities

SUB-TITLE TEACHING STRATEGIES

7munity Ask:

What kinds of changes are taking place in Howard

ward County County?

List the changes on the board.

Show pictures of Howard r,ounty as it used to be
(use pictures of remaining rural scenery).

Show pictures of Howard County now.

Discuss reason for the changes.

69
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Grade 2 - Unit I
VARIANTS IN ;TRATEGI

CONTENT & MATERIALS AND CO. TENT

Changes in Howard County:

more and more houses being built
new homes
more people
farms being sold
shopping centers being built
roads being built, etc.

Howard County was once completely a
rural community with a few small
towns here and there.

Howard County is beginning to grow
rapidly.

1. Baltimore and Washington need
more room for industry.

2. People who work in Baltimore
and Washington want to move
away from the crowded city.

3. People have cars to take
them into the city.

4. As cities grow, more farmland
in Howard County is being sold
and housing developments are built.

5. Shopping centers are built to serve
housing developments.

6. As more and more houses are built,
they are closer and closer together
to accommodate large numbers of
people needing houses.

7. Apartments are being built.
8. The planned city of Columbia

is being built.

For pictures of Howard County, Maryland
Picture Portfolio, Volume 13.

70
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VARIANTS IN 1TRATEGIES
AND CO. TENT EVALUATION

71

How well did the children
list the changes?



Grade 2 - Unit I - People Create Communities

20

TEXTS AND PICTURES USED IN UNIT I

1. Maryland Picture Portfolio - Volume 13

2. Our Working World - Neighbors at Work, SRA, 1965

3. Principles and Practices in the Tsaching of the Social Sciences - Concepts

and Values - Level II, Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc., 1970

4. School, Families, Neighborhoods - A Multimedia Readiness Approach - Field
Educational Publication, San Francisco, 1969

CHILDREN'S BOOKS USED IN UNIT I

1. The Answer - American Book Company, New York, 1970

2. Happy Little Family - Rebecca Caudill, Winston, Chicago, 1947

3. The Little House - Virginia Burton, Houghton Mifflin, 1942

4. The New Sitter - Ruth Abel, Oxford University Press, New York, 1956

5. Nobody Listens, American Book Company, New York, 1970

6. Reaching Out - American Book Company, New York, 1970

72



Grade 2 - Unit T - People CrNtte Communit es

FILMS USED IN UNIT I

(Central Office)

1. F-10 - Helpers in Our Community

2. F-37 - Farmer

3. F-85 - Uncle Jim's Dairy Farm

4. F-122- Beginning Responsibility

5. F-177- Families and Transportation

6. F-178 -Families and Learning

NOTE: The teacher can find additional children's books (poems and songs)
listed in Our Working World - Neighbors at Work, SRA, 1965, Resource Unit
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Crude 2 Unit II

THE COMMUNITY AND ITS NATURAL RESOURCES

EXPLANATION

This unit is oriented to the concept of natural resources. Reward County '411

be studied as an example whereby the student will become aware of its unique Ohyvical

features and natural resources. Special emphasis will be placed on understanding the

intelligent use of natural resources and the particular problems of conservation in

Howard Ceumby.
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Grade 2 Unit II

THE COMET! AND ITS MAW, RESOURCES

08WITIVES

L. The student will be able to Wine what is meant by a natural resource.

2. The student will 'ha chi(' to identify and list the nature re el:erns found in
&ward County.

3. The student will be able to locate Howard County on a rap of Narylnnd.

w. The student will be able to locate cities, rAltd 4;1/g pceas of
significance en a map of Howard Comity.

5. The mtudent will be able to give inustretions at foI, he4 natures reueurnee
are used ix Ford County.

6. The student atill be able to gins illulltratien of the ,--,,:fects of minus* of
the natural reseurcsa.

7. The student 10.7.1 be Mac to idea ii places in ihea:v1 Co. n1 by ',Joking at itletwes.

8. The student Aillbe able to laver concern for natural. reteurvls by helping to clean
up the school.

9. The student wIll tea able t., discuss mere cleca up lobe could occur in veriews
places in Reward County.
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Grade 2 Unit II

THE COMMUNITY AND ITS NATURAL RESOURCES

OUTLINE FOR UNIT II

A. Defining and Identifying Natural Resources

B. Natural Resources in Howard County

1. Patapsco State Park
2.. Rivers and water in Howard County
3. Farming in Howard County
4. Sandstone

.C. Conservation. in Howard County
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e 2 Unit II - The Community and Its Natural Resources.

The Commsokty and its Natural Recourses 1. Display a nap of Maryland.

A. Defining and Identiitng Natural 2. Identify the nap as a up Maryland.
Resources.

3. Ask: that is the name of the state we live in?

4. Write priland an the beard.

5. Asks that cities are near us? (Accept Baltimore,
Washington, Frederick, Colombia, Zllicett
City - any that mould be in or else, to
Reward County).

Write the name of the city on the beard.

Naves child find the city en the map.
Once the city is found, help child find Howard
County.
'Tram, the outline of Renard County.
Ask someone to tell where Reward County is.

(right about in the middle of Maryland)
Find the names of the counties that surround
it on the map.
Wits the names on the beard.
Say the mums together.
Display a map of Reward County.
Find the tam rivers that bound Neuard County.
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Grade 2 Unit II

A nap of Maryland

A map of Howard County.
Howard County is located:
in the Heart" of Maryland
in tbe Piedmont Plateau
bounded by the counties of

Anne Arumdel
Baltimore
Carroll
Frederick
Prince Georges

bounded by the Patapsco and
Patuxent Rivers

A topographical Map of Howard.
County oan be obtained from
Board of Natural Resources
State Office Building
Annapolis, Nkryland 2104

$1.50 (p led)
Published by Md. Biological
Society.

78

VARIANTS IN STRATEGICS
AND

Have all the outlines of Uzi'
counties drawn in. Have con-
struction paper cutouts for
Reward County and surrounding
counties which they can lay
on top of outline.

This idea could be varied with
a teacher, or student-made
Tussle of Hartland. The tea
could duplicate an outline ma
of Maryland with just the out-
line of the olunties
Howard County on it. Childrey
would cut theee out and paste
them on cardboard of the same
shape as that county and put
them together as a pussle.



VARIANTS IN STRATEGIES
AWAXIMMT___ EVALUATION .0011.11= ..11110.41!..

Nave all the outlines of tEo
counties drawn in. None con-
struction paper cutouts for
Reward County and surrounding
countLestwhich they can lay
on top Of outline.

This idea could be varied with
a teacher, or student-nade
pussle of Naryland. The teacher
could duplicate an outline nap
of Maryland with just the out-
line of the oeunties surround/4C
Howard County onAt. Children.
would out these out and paste
than on cardboard of the sane
Shape as that county and put
them together as a smile.

79

Evaluate the student's
ability to locate
Reward County on a nap
of Maryland and to tell
the names of the coun-
ties that surround
Howard County.
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Grade 2 Unit II The Community and its Natural Resources.

-----SMEUVIEMPAW'rn4 EAGNIFG

A. Identifying and defining
Natural Resources (continued) Show pictures of farmers

cows grazing in fields,
men fishing in streams.

Ask:
What are the people d
What are the cows do
What is being used in
pictures? (land, roc

Tell children We call
which come from the earl

Write Natural Resources

Can you think of other
(Rave pictures available
on rivers and dams, oil

B. Natural Resources in Reward County. What are some of the not
County? List these on t

80



Natural Resources.

EA f....21I,L_AG RATIZG;ES

Show pictures of farmers, park rangers,dairymen,
cows grazing in fields, men at work in rock quarry,
men fishing in streams.

Ask:
What are the people doing?
What are the cars doing? (eating grass)
What is being used in each of these
pictures? (land, rocks and rivers)

Tell children -Ws call those things that we use
which cams from the earth - natural resources.

Write Natural Resources on the board.

Canyon think of other ways that the earth is used?
(Rave pictures available of coal miners, workers
en rivers and dame, oil Workers, luiberjacks).

What are same of the natural resources in Reward
County? List these an the board.

81
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Grade 2 Unit II
VARIANTS IN STRATEGIES

CONTENT & NATESIALS AND CONTENT

1,1(?tot, rr,-t Maryl;t!Fl PortfcAlo

farmers
park rangers
dairymen
cows grazing
men in rock quarry
mon fishing in streans.

(children could help to find these
pictures - if you do not have sufficient
pliAures, could use book or magazine)

A natural resource is a part of the
earth that is used by people.

Have pictures of coal miners, rivers
and dams being used, oil workers,
lumberjacks.

The 2latural resources of Howard County:
forests (for parks)
farming areas
dairy farms
rivers
dams
fishing
rock quarry (sandstone)
water

82

TAk field trip and
..!..(1A1 of fllAtural reso

being used.



VARIANTS IN MRATEGIES
AND ccwrem

13. Take a field trip and look for
ev14ef.t.4 of eteturel resources

being used.

icient
ne)

ere

county:

83

Evaluate student
perfemanee
identify natural
resources being
used in pictures.

How well were students
able to give examples
of natural resources
found in Howard County?

25A



Credo 2 Unit. IT - The Comp,nity and its Natural Resources

ONCEPT-ORIENTV__ 410-TME TRACHIN-- . .

B. Natural Resources in Howard County Say - wife are very 1,

(continued) three areas of
know the name d

Patayeco State Park as a (Patapsco Stat

Natural Resource "What are some
in this park?

1.

26

List these thi

.21.714 picturem 0,

Locate the the
of Howard Counto

Read -Ifr,LAtkr

List Wildlife ft,

Ay do animals 1

How can we keep
as it is now?

Show pictures of
destroyed throu8
these pictures t
cut using come



iatural Resources

TRACIMATIMMIES b ro
Say - "We are very 1uci to have in our county

three areas of a state park. Dee. anyone
know the name of this park?
(Patapsco State Park)
"Whet are some of the things you can do
in this park?"

List these things on the beard.

Show pictures of the park (if available)

Locate the three areas of the park on a map
of Howard County.

Read - Nr,Aharlietps.

List Wildlife found in the forest.

Why do animals like to live there?

How can we keep our park as attractive
as it is now?

Show pictures of forests that have been
destroyed through cutting and fires. Compare
these pictures to one where forests have been
cut using conservation methods.

85

11

11

11

11



0

G?. ode 2 Unit II

Patapsco State Park is a rustic wooded area
following bath sides of the Patapsco River
beginning about 7 miles upstream !remits
mouth and extending to the new Liberty Dam.

It has six recroation areas, three of whidh
are in Howard County. places are provided
for picnics, dances balieball,plapEround
and camping. It also has a swinging bridge.
There .are 15 miles of nature trails.

A picture of state wk..'

A map of Howard County.

asjaarjaaSantsglau-Zdith and
Clement Hurd - Lippincott

Wildlife in the Parks
birds, squirrels, bobcats, raucous,
beaver, turtles, skunks, snakes, fox,
deer, rabbits.

A Patuxent State park has been proposed.

The Department of Cams and-Inlnd Fish
maintains the HelThomas-Wildlifis gaup
(280 acres)

We can keep our park nice by..
1. preventing fires
2. not uprooting bushes and trees.
3. seeing that the grounds are clean
4. ()baying rules of the park

Have pictures of forests that have not
been ecnserved threagh shopping down
trees and fires.

Rfi

VARIANTS IH STRATEGIK!
AND CONTENT

Draw picture of somaAlingyev.
could do at the park.

Have field trip to park,look
for various animals, wild plants
and evidence of conservation
practices. Way& picnic in
the park.
(Clean up after picnic- showing
conservation practices.)

Read iffilt20121.

gits112116 Mary and Conrad
Huff, Viking Press 1962.

Hike a mural of Park

P76 Common Animals of the
Woods

Patapsco State Park spume
Smoker the Boar - Invite him
to your school to speak on
-conservation.
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VARIANTS IN STRATEGIR.!
AND CO

wooded area
tapsoo River

frog its
Liberty Dan,

bras of Which
are provided
playground
winging bridge.

th and

000012111,

fox,

proposed.

Fish

trees
are clean

have not
deral

Draw picture of soma. hang you
could do at the park.

Rave field trip to psekolook
for various animals, wild plants
and evidence of conservation
practices. WO/ a picnic in
the park.
(Cleanup after picnic- Showing
conservation practices.)

bad i212111-bklat

Zaglijiats Nary and Conrad
Buff, Viking Press l962.

Hake a. mural of Bark

F76 Canon Animals of the
Weeds

Patapsco State bat sponsors
Slacker the Bear - Invite Mn
te your school to speak on
onservatism.

Mad
7=41.4111.

p.1/1"rT as parks oat

87

ratatzu_.
Are students able to
locate the areas of
the perk or. a sap?

Can the students
sake a check list
of clean-up activ-
ities hobo'," trip
to the park? Go
over the check list
after the trip.

26k



Grads 2 Unit II The Community and its Natural Resources

consPr-ORIENTED SUB =TITLE

B. Natural Resources in Howard County (continued)
2, The _givers and Water of Howard County as a

natural resource.

27

88

Find Howard County
Find. the Patuxent
of Howard County.

Show pictures of
Discuss picture,
Asks 1,aoat are men

%hat will tb

Show picture of th
dam at work. Tell
power for electri

what else do we do

Where does water
County?

(from ground,

Reads The Little

Reads The Little

What las been ba
Rave you noti
Do you know why

what happens to

What out vs do



I its Natural Resources

(continued)
usty as

TEACHING SIRATEGIES

Find Howard County on a nap of Nary larxl.
Find the Patuxent and Patapsco Rivers on a nap
of Howard County.

Show pictures of men fishing in these rivers.
Discuss picture.
Asks east are wen doing?

What will they do with the fish?

Show picture of the don at Daniels or a snail
des at work. Tell then that Daniels uses water
power for electrictty to run the turbines.

What else do we do with water? (drink, wash, exinteto.)

Where does water woe from that we use in Howard
County?

(fres ground, from a reservoir)

Reads The Little River

Reads The Little Fishem

What has tree happening to our water in the rivers?
Have you. noticed that sonatinas this water smells?
Do you know why?

What happens to the animals and fish?

What can we do about the pellutiost
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Grade 2 Unit n
C 0' ela.01_ C.4z

VARIANTS IN STRATEGVS
I'

Have a map of Maryland
Have a sap of Howard County

People fish in the Patapsco and
Patuxent Rivers.

The power from the Patapsco River
is used by Daniels Manufacturing
Ccapany

Tivi Little. River Ann Hind

lap_Ifiaktlighemea-Margaret Wise Brown

Our water is becoming polluted because
industries and people have dumped waste
materials into the water. This kills
many of the animals and fish in the
water and animals that drink the water.
People have to *tat imay fras the water
because it smells and carries diseases.'
We must find new ways to get rid of
our waste materials. There are people
worldng now to solve this problem.

90

Discuss how water is made
pure in a reservoir (use
diagram)

Draw pictures to show ways
that water is being polluted
ways water can be kept clear



VARIANTS IN STRATEGI.:S

Discuss how waiter is made
pure in a reservoir - (use
diagram%)

use
waste
us
e

water. Draw pictures to shoo lows
water that water is being polluted-

eases,' ways water can be kept clean.
of

91

Can the students locate
Patapsco and Patuxent
Rivers on the nap?

Evaluate pictures drawn
by students showing
ways that water is used
in Howard County.
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Grads 2 Unit II The Oarmanity and its Natural Renames.

CONCEPNORIENTED SUB-TITLE ISA01
B. Natural Resources in Howard County (continued
arming as a natural risouree

28 92

Skew pictures of kind
Reward County (dairy

Asks What is a dairy
What is a Gatti
What is a veget

Says "Let's find out
in Howard Gaud

What is it tha
and vsgetabls

(soil-so that
can grew).

What does soil
and crepe grow

Also a diagram to show
run off.

What would happen if
(Lund woad beam



The (Immunity and its Natural Resources.

IENTED SUB-TITLE TEACHING STRATEGIES

in Howard County (continued
resource Shworpictures of kinds of farms found in

Howard County (dairy, beef, vegetable gardens)

Asks What is a dairy farm?
What is a cattle fors?
Mot is a vegetable garden?

Says "Lot's find out why there are so menu farms
in Bogard County.

What is it that cattle farms, dairy farms
. and vegetable gardens need?

(soil -so that cattle can grass and crops
can grow).

What does soil need in order to let grass
and asps grow? (rain. and senshine)

Use a diagram to show that water needs a place to
ti run off.

What would happen Ulster Gould not run off?
(land meld beam asrahpeet geed for farming.)
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Grade 2 Unit II

CONTEMAIIAML3.

T!zer° .tre many farms in Hcward County.
A ,teary term le a farm that raisee cows
for their products. (eilkocream,butter,
ice cream). Picture No.1312, Maryland

Portfolio 13.

A. cattle farm grows cattle for beef and
grows graea and grains for cattle to
graze. Picture No. 3311 and No.1320,

Md.Portfolio 13.

A vegetable garden is a garden that
grows various vegetables.

The sell in Howard County is very good.
The farms have rolling hills that pro-
vide good drainage.

Water goes down into the soil at the
right speed and works its way into the
streams and ponds of Howard County.
Use diagram of water cycle.
Conservation and the Mater Cycle(Soil
Conservation Service, U.S.Dept. of
Agriculture)
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VARIANTS IN STRATEGIES
AND Ems._

Make a chart of how milk
from dairy to table,

Ingutrn into the poseibib
of a trip to the farm on
University of Marylani cat
College Park.



./.... .,111
.,! County.

sises cows
am,butter,
Maryland

,r beef and
the to
No.1320,

that

very good.
that pro-

L at the
into the

;aunty.

le(Seil
ot. of

VARIANTS IN STRATEGIES
AND FO

liAke * chart of hob, rilk gets
from dairy to table,

Inquire into the possibility
of a trip to the farm on
University of Maryland campus
College Park.

95

EVALUATICW

Can stlyients tell the
difference between a
dairy farm and a cattle
farm?

Evaluate student
responses to:
Riddles- -

1. I work on a farm, I
can the machines that
milk cows. *at kind
of farm do I work on?
2. I work on a farm,'
help to gather hay
for the cattle to eat
in the winter. When
the cattle are big
enough, we use them
for beef. What kind
of farm do I work on?

Can students tell why
Howard County has
farm?

28A



';rade 2 Unit II - The Community and its Natu a 2esouc.140

CONCEFT-ORIENTED SUB41TLE
-1117-iatural. Resources in nowarcer

). Farming as a natural resouroe (continued)

4, Sandstone in Seward County

29

98

If the farmer use
the same crop, hi
Why?

What are some of
his soil? (strip
planting on the

Show a picture of

What is happening
stone.

Find marriottnua

What is sandstone
(Building mate



and its than 31 R01300.C.:.e13

rounty- tconlint it
(continued)

tEACRING STRATEGIES 1,1111111.

If taut farmer uses his land over and over again for
the same crop, his crops may b000me.poorsr.
Uty?

What are some of the ways that this farmer bas of saving
.hie soil? (strip farming, cover cropping, plowing and
planting on the contour.)

Shwa picture of likrriotteviilo QPurry.

What is happening in this picture? Men aro mining the
stone.

Find Warriottsvillo on the Howard County nap.

What is sandstone used for?
(Building material in award Conti).
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Grade 2 Unit II

cpuirstrr 8,_MATERI#IS,

velure 13 act Hiryien41 riot.tv Jerks

Use Hap ef Howard County

.1tne.ttono is =ad for building
Velum 13 Maryland Pertfelio
ricture Na. 1323

In Narriottsville there is a hand
GiArzi.ted Ltoza qua.m5
is used in Howard County as a
building material.

98

VARIANTS I.
AM .,..coN1

T t. miewritis in the
used up.

The farmer can save t
1. rotating crepe-d1

take different eft
e.41 and put difi
back in it.

2, ant our Pleming-o
farmer layers tht
steps up to the t
so that the rain
the soil away.

3. use of fertilise..
minerals into tht

Hs. e sandstone avails

:1' squire into the poe

a trip to the Marric
Stone

11:.%1Imze

sandstone.

fi



VARIANTS IN STRATEGIES
AND CCNTENT EVALUATION

iss The minerals in the soil hale been
used up.

The farmer oan save the soil bye
1. rotating crepe- different crepe'

take different minerals from the
sell and put different minerals
back in it.

2. oentour plowing -on hills the
farmer layers the ground into
steps up to the top of the bill
SO that the rain will net mash
the sell away.

3. use of fertiliser-fertiliser puts
minerals into the soil.

Barn sandstone available.

'Inquire into the possibility of
a trip to the Nerriottsville

d Stone Quarry.
Eir,,clarage children to find and bring in
sandstone.

99 29A



.-J,Itt 2 Unit TT Mt. Cotminity 4nd its Natural Resources.

CONCRPTMT-Mg .PuB71ITLE

Con5ervstion i 17,:marl County

inn

t&C4ING STRATEGIES.

TA!.11, t re4oumes or Tiowsrd nounty

Nh: is It important to conserve the natural
resources that we have?

natIhral resources cannot be preserved
after they are gone? Which can?



Grade 2 Unit II

CONTENTS AND MATERIALS

infornatiQn 4-n soil colizomatIon otll

Nvward CI,:nty all r:onservation
(b65-3180)
Criain rtlJource-.3 arf.: n.ot replaceable such

08 stone, coal, natural gas, sulfur, gold,
(,11 Oices ;114.nt

iot1:1 be r=p1sced with -nre end

planning.

Use pictures of natural resources and let
children classify into which can and cannot
be replaced.
Soil-nary acres of soil are lost each year.
Loot soil is difficult to replace.
Rub two pieces of limestone or fine sandstone
together. If you do net have natural stone,
pieces of building bricks or concrete will do.
Notice how long it takes to rub off even a few
fine paricles.(This demonstrates the slow
process by which soil is made. It takes
thousands of years for soil to be made from
rock.

Watere of the most valuable natural
resources because plants and animals cannot
live without it. Without water nothing
could live on the earth.

Forests are a resource that can be used
en],y cmee-but they can be replaced.

For pictures and information on conservation
get TOsAsoward Soil Conservatton District
Qmr Environment 1969 Annual Report and
The R!!+ rd Soil Conservation District Program
1970. (Call 465-3180, Mr. Sauers.)
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VARIANTS IN SINAI=,,

AND CONTENT

MAt: tlerle6

correctly.

vill need leng t

the iltildrea may d,

kinds of soil (ail.'
dAfforent kinds of
of fertilisers, 1
twigsfruit of tre
Howard County



nuns
VARIANTS IN STRATEGIES

AND CONTENT

1.1 coll2ervatIon cell
',..meervation ti: trIA

not replaceable such
il gas, sulfur, gold,
r3 surh rAt Aire.1

-placed with ,zare and

qral resources and let
to which can and cannot

3011 are lost each year.
ult to replace.
tmestone or fine sandstone
o net have natural stone,
bricks or concrete will do.
takes to rub off even a few
s demonstrates the slow
it is made. It takes
for soil to be made from

st valuable natural
lents and animals cannot
ithout water nothing
rth.

rce that can be used
can be replaced.

formation on conservation
CenservALon Diet/Fiat
9 Annual Report and
iservation District Program
30, Mr. Sauers.)

Mkt a Islo3 (.t

ti:aw 'be used

correctly.

Make a .,::,.:1.:vat.13s1 17ou

will need lms tatle ar. whit,h
the ohildrea may display different
kinds of soil (eilt,clay,sand)
different kinds of rocks,samples
of fertilisers, leaves, bark,
twigs,fruit of trees grown in
Howard County

1 110

EVAUJATION

*re atwlerts able to
tall ugly are must be

careful with our
natural resources

whether they can or
.7s.rot ) . rep1Acled?

30A



Qrade 2 :4-lit II Thu T,-wcm-traiti .1.4 Natural rtsources

woMIIINIION.*111 CON(V-/-041.KNTP2) SOB-TiTIE

C. Conservation In Howard County (continued)

31
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flow- via* of you

r'1..____ to the

Hive child 4esct-
(If pictures ax
cldss discuss.

Why have they



nity Lind it Natural Resources

ITLE TEACHING STRATEGIES

anty (continued)
Bow many of you have been to COlumbiat
Eliminate the question if you aro in Columbia.)

HIM child describe that Columbia looks 151
(If pictures are avallsb141-look at them &
class discuses, this question).

Why have thoy plaaned open space in Colutbia?
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Grade 2 Unit II
VARIANTS IN iTRATEGIES

CONTENT &NA`.3BLAL__________ AND CON

All natural resources are important
regardless of how abundant they are.
We can lose our natural resources if
we do not use them wisely.

The area of Coluibials a bit larger than
Manhattan Island. Over 3,200 acres have
been set aside for parks, fountains, lakes,
streams, woodland paths, village greens,
play fields.

The dominant concern is respect for the
land - respect for the individual-
preservation and enhancement of natural
beauty and as an offer of opportunity for
free choice and expressiOn of personal
tastes.

Open space is provided for privacy,
seclusion, beauty and serenity. The more
plant life there is, the more woman
be given off. Grass and tress prevent
soil erosion.

105

Make a bulletin board
about Camebia awing
ways they has cowerved
the ]and.
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Grade 2 - Unit II

CHILDREN'S BOOK, PAMPHLETS AND PICTURES USED IN UNIT II

Conservation and the Water Cycle - Soil Conservation Service - U.S.
Department of Agriculture

The Little River - Ann Rand

The Little Fisherman - Margaret Wise Brown

Maryland Pictures Portfolio, Volume 13 - Maryland State Department of
Education, 1967

Mr. Charlie's Camping Trip - Edith and Clement Hurd - Lippincott

32.



Grade 2 . Unit III

COMPARISON OF coma= AROUND THE WORLD.

EXPLANATION

The student will new have an opportunity to apply the knowledge and understsndinge

acquired in the first two Units. The student should be is a posMon to make a comparison

of communities around the world. The purpose of the unit a to develc? the understandings

that all calmunities have basic similarities in their structure, that nI3 people have like

needs, that people tend to solve the probleo% these nceds create in ;Antler ways and that

differences in the structure of communities are due to factors such as climate and culture.

In order to study these communities it will be noceseagy for the student to bammes aware

of his location in relation to the rest of the world, Therefore, the stady of maps and

glebes is essential.
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2 Unit III

COMpARISON 07 commerns ARCOND THE WORLD.

0131NOTIVICS

1. The student will to able to

2. The student will be able to

3. The student will be able to

4. The student will be able to

5. The student will be able to
they will use.

6. The student will be able to
and nap.

7. The student will be able to
chosen camaity.

S. The student will be able to

9. The student will be able to

34

identify and show the four directions in tits clAssroom.

identify the four directions on the sap and globe.

identify the North & South Pole and the equator.

explain the difference between a continent and an island.

explain what each .eymbol memo on a nap or globe which

locate the cceannity which is to be studied on a globe

identify pictures and descriptions of family life in the

find information about the chosen calamity.

compare his carnality to the chosen camsnity.
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Grade 2 - Unit III

COMPARISON OF COMMUNITIES AROUND THE WORLD

OUTLINE FOR UNIT III

A; Use of the Globes and Maps
1. The globe as -a model of the earth

a. Directions on:the globe
b. Continents and oceans
c. Advantages and disadvantages of globes

2. The map as a model
a. Advantages and disadvantages
b. Directions
c. Symbols and keys

B. A City Community in.Japan
1. Location
2. Physical features
3. Natural resources
4. The City of Tokyo
5. Family life and customs in Tokyo
6. Occupations, crafts and skills
7. Interdependence of the people

C. A Village Community in Thailand
1. Location
2. Physical features
3. Natural resources
4. Village and family life
5. Occupations
6. Interdependence
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Grade 2 Unit III - Comparison of Communities Around the World.

CONCEPT-ORIENTED SUB.-TITLE TEA RING

A. Use of Globes and maps Show the children a picture of
outer space.

Ask:

What is this a picture of? (

1. The globe as a model
of the earth

111

What shape is it?
Can you tell where the land a

(Clouds usually hide part
Why might you not want touse
to find places on the earth?
the earth. Places are not

Show the class a globe.

What can we use that is still
not becloud covered? (A globe

How is the globe like the pict

HOW is it unlike the picture?
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of Communities Around the World.

Show the children a picture of the earth as seen from
outer space.

Ask:
)1

What is this a picture of? (earth)

What shape is it?
Can you tell where the land and water is?

(Clouds usually hide part of the earth)
Why sight you net want to-use this picture if
to find places on the earth? (Clouds cover
the earth. Places are not marked, etc.)

Show the class a glebe.

What can we use that is still round and will
not becloud covered? (A globe) .

How is the glebe like the picture?

How is it unlike the picture?

11
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Grade 2 Unit III
%%RUNTS IN

AND MATERIALS AND

Find picture of the earth
-taken from outer space in
a magazine or book. If
no picture is available
start lesson, with a globe.

Use the Weekly
book to teach c
pert of the uni

Use a globe

A globe is a small model of the
earth. It is round because the Pump up a larg
earth looks like it is round. pupils cover i
It is marked with names of oceans When complete
and lands. It also has lines water and land
running around it and also up and to pant blue
down. All of the words and lines iveir.
and marks on the glebe help us
to find places.
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1 of the
suss the Pump ups large balloon. Have

round. pupils cover it with paper mache.

of oceans When completely dry, outline the

lines water and land bodies for pupils
so up and to paint blue and green respect-

and lines ively.
help us

VARIhNTS IN STRATEGIES

AND QUENT. EVALUATION

Use the Weekly Reader Nap Skills
book to teach concepts in this
part of the unit.

4
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Grade 2 Unit III - ComplHec.rt of Conmmitiee Around the World

CONCEPT-ORIENTED SITR-TITLE

A. Use of globes and maps (continued)

1. The globe as a model of the earth.

MACHING STRATEGIES

a Directions on the globe. Have the children point "up"

What does it mean? (Away from the earth)

Have the children point "down"

What does it mean? (toward the earth)

11c

Ask a child to find the north pole.
Ask a child to find the south pole.
(Let them see that one does not travel up
to go north and down to gr. south)



Grade 2 Unit III

VARIANTS IN L,COVENT & MATERIAL
AND CONT

LSI means away from the earth

Down means towards the earth

North means tow,zds the north pole.

South means towards the south pole.
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III

&TERIAL

from the earth

wards the earth

owards the north pole.

owards the south pole.

VARIANTS IN STRATEGIES
AND CONTENT EVALUATTON

117

Have the children
demon$trato what
up and down is on
a globe.
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2 141:1, TTT - Cenitclf:t,n )f (;c;4-..aunitiez Around tht..: World.

of Lhd (c..);:tiLuLd;

move toward tne north pelf:

1. The Globe as a Model
of the earth. Aok: In which direction 4-

row It'!, him move toward tip'

cniiirn point to the nort
flan ioint to the
6no.4 class tho lino that v
of the earth.

WhaG does the line s'
the ,:lobe in half)

WNat is the line cal,
trite TUATO4 on the

2. Continents and Oceans. Lei, children find the oce
Let them discover that any

118

children find the land
the color they are on the ,

Tell children 1,hat, the lar
called continents. Write t
aid name the continents.
North America, Africa, Atwi

Find the continent as they

Tell children the other lar

Find the United States on t
be led to see that the U.S.
North America.



,r Communities Around the World.

AACHIrri L,TRATEGI:!;!.3,

'
move toward the north pole.

Ask: In which direction are you moving?

Now let him move 'toward the south pole. Have
ohil5Jreu poiJLi to the north in classroom.
Have children point Lo the south in classroom.
Show class the line that runs around the middle
of the earth.

Ash: What does the line seem to do? (divide
the globe in half)

What is the line called?
Trite T,QUATOR on the board.

Led; children find the oceans and seas
Let them discover that any water is shown In bln.

Let children find the land masses and discover
the color they are on the globe.

Tell children that the larr,er land masses are
called continents. Write CONTINO4T on the board
and name' the continents. Europe, Asia, South Ardcrca,
forth America, Africa, Australia.

Find the continent as they are named.

Tell children the other land masses are called islands.

Find the United States on the globe. Children should
be led to see that the U.S. is on the continent of
North America.

119
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Grade 2 Unit III

VARIANTS IN STRATEGIES
C:0g7.KT_ V:f) n.:174,ZIAL AND CGiir.*:NT.

120

Suggestion for a learning
center using a globe.
Prey re true and false statemen
that the children are able to
answer. The questions should
reinforce the concepts already
taught and discussed.

Ex. Ater on a globe is
shown in red.



vkaArrrs IN STRATEGIES
AND colaENT. EvATAATION

Suggestion for a learning
center using a globe.
Prepare true and false statements
that.the children are able to
answer. The questions should
reinforce the concepts already
taught and discussed.

Ex. Water on a globe is
shown in red.

121

Children ohould be able
to show the directions
North and South and
should be able to find
the equator oil the globe.

38A
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Grade 2 Unit III - Comparison of Communities

CONCEPT - ORIENTED SUB-TITLE

Around the World

TEACHING

A. Use of the Globe and Maps (continued)

1. The globe as a model of the
earth (continued)

c. Advantages and disadvantages
of globes.

2. The Map as a Model.

a. Advantages and Disadvantages.

b. Directions.

c. Symbols and keys

122

Ask the following questions:

Can we look at the entire worlc
the globe? Why not?

If we wanted to see the whole w
could we use? (a map) Show exa

How is a map different from a g
sometimes the land :masses are ca
areas of the world)

On the world map find the North
Equator.
Let them show the directions of
them or ask them to show the di

Find the continents and the Uni
Find some islands-What is the d
and continents?
Tell the children that a map ha
and are used to represent the r
and the water.

Use a variety of maps to show ti
kinds of symbols on a map. Let
maps have a key which shows wha
that the same symbols are used

Make a learning center to reinf
and keys. Match the symbol to



on:amities Around the World

TEACHING STRATEGIES

tinutd)

he

ntages

atages.

Ask the following questions:

Can we look at the entire world at the same time on
the globe? Why not?

If we wanted to see the whole world at one time what
could we use? (a map) Show examples of maps.

How is a map different from a globe? (It is flat;
sometimes the land masses are distorted, can enlarge
areas of the world)

On the world map find the North Pole, South Pole, and
Equator.
Let them show the directions of north and south. Show
them or ask them to show the directions of east and west.

Find the continents and the United States.
Find some islands-What is the difference between islands
and continents?
Tell the children that a map has special marks and symbols
and are used to represent the real features of the land
and the water.

Use a variety of maps to show the children different
kinds of symbols on a map. Let them discover that
maps have a key which shows what the symbols mean and
that the same symbols are used on most maps.

Make a learning center to reinforce the idea of symbols
and keys. Match the symbol to its definition.
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Grade 2 Unit III

CONTENT AND MATF,RIALS,

Have a world map and other maps so that
the children can discover differences in
them. A map is a drawing that can show
all or part of the earth. A map can
enlarge small parts of the earth and make
them easier to read. The shapes of the
land can be seen better but a map can also
distort certain areas. Maps are easier to
carry than a globe.

A map will have special narks and lines
on it. These lines and marks are called
symbols. In order to be able to read a
map, the symbols must be understood.
Depending on the kind of map used, there
will be symbols for:

rivers railroads
lakes mountains
streets hills
roads bridges
highways land
buildings cities
boundaries

To show symbols; use-yemklyReader
Readiness for Map Skills 2.

There are filmstrips available to show how
to read maps.
Reading Directions on Maps FS-63
Locating Places on Maps FS-65

Reading Physical Maps F --66
Other filmstrips might be available in the
individual schools.

VARIANTS IN STRATEGIES
AND CONTENT.

Set up a learning cenver or
directions, N.S.E.W. Put 1,

an uncomplicated map with
the directions on it. Havg
children identify where var
places are on the map accor
to the directions.
Fin in the blanks:
Ex. The school building iu
at the of the town (LS.
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VARIANTS IN STRATEGIES
AND CONTENT.' EVALUATION

Set up a learning cenver on
directions, N.S.E.W. Put up
an uncomplicated map with
the directions on it. Have
children identify where various
places are on the map according
to the directions.
Fill in the blanks:
Ex. The school building is
at the of the town (N.S.E.W)

Are the children able
to find directions on
a map and tell the
difference between the
continents and islands.

the
39A



Grade 2 Unit III Comparisons of Communities Around the 14,3r .d

CONCEPTS - ORIENTED SUB -TITLE TEACHING STRATEGIES._

A. Use of the Globes and Maps (continued)

2. The Map as a Model (continued)

c. Symbols and keys (continued)

B. A City Comemmity in Japan (Tokyo) Study print 71.

Show picture of Mt.Fiji

Ask: Does anyone know where this
mountain is? (If they do not know
tell them it is in Japan.)

126
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Grade 2 Unit III

Because of the lack of children's
material available at this time on
communities in other parts of the
world, it has been necessary to
choose ccamunities for which some
schools may not have any information.
Therefore it may be necessary for the
teacher to gather information which is
available in her school on different
communities in other parts of the
world. She may use the following units
as a general plan. The teacher should
use the same concepts found under the
Concept Oriented Sub-title.

The teacher should also check around
the school or community for children
or adults who might be used as re-
source people.

Study print 71

Schoolp. Families and Neighborkoqd,

A Multimedia Beadiness Approach
Field Enterprises.
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VARIANTS IN STRATEGIES
AND CONTENT EVALUATION

hildrents
is time on
e of the
sary to
ich acme
information.

essaly for the
tion which is
on different
its of the
following units
teacher should
ound under the

check around
for children
used as _re-

iihborhoode

Approach
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a 2 Unit III - Comparisons of Communities Around the World

CONCH ENTED SUB-TITLE TEACHING STRATEGIES.

A City Community In Japan

1. Location.

2. Physical Features

3. Natural Resources

129

Use a globe
Have someone locate Japan.
Locate United States and Maryland
Trace the distance from the United States to
Japan. How far is it?
Is Japan a continent or an island?
What continent is it near?
Is it north or south of the equator?

Use a physical map of Japan
Is there much land on which to live?
Look at p. 269 - Metropolitan Studies.
Is there much land to farm?

Use map of Japan's natural resources-projected
from an atlas or other source)
What natural resources does Japan have?

land-mostly mountainous
forest-2/3 of islands covered with forests.
water-for fishing and hydroelectric power.

minerals-poor supply



Grade 2 Unit III
VARIANTS IN STRATEGIES

CONTENTS AND MATERIALS AND CONTENT

Have a globe.

Japan is an island nation made
up of four large islands and
many smaller ones.

Have a physical map of Japan
which shows mountains.
InvestigatingLftns World
Netrorolitart Studies.
Scott Foresman 1970

Use a map of Japan's natural
resources if availableif not
the physical map will do.

Japan has some land which can be used for
farming but most of it is too mountainous.
Farmers use every bit of land they can.
They grow rice and tea mostly. Bat they_
also raise such vegetables as peaa,,beans,
tomatoes. Farmers do not raise animals
because they need too muOh land.

.

Japan's mineral supply is the poorest in
the world. Twowthirds of islands are
forested. The forests provide lumber for
building. Japan has many rivers and streams
which provide plenty of water for hydroelectric
power. There are many .bays. and harbors. on the
Pacific side of the islands.

Because Japan has hydroelectric power and good
harbors she has built up many industries. She
imports most of the raw materials used by her
industries. She has developed such industries

130



VARIANTS IN STRATEGIES
AND CO IVALUATION- *IN.1.40=MM.1.

ed for
ainous.
can.
they
beans,
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er for
id streams
ydroeleotrio
bore ca the

or and good
tries. She
zed by her
industries
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Children should be able
to locate Japan on a
globe.

41A



Grade 2 Unit TII - Comparisons of Communities Around the World.

CONCEPT ORIENTED SUB-TITLE TEACHING STRATEGIES

H. A City Commmnity in Japan (continued)

3. Natural Resources (continued)

132

Use Map of Industries of Japan from an atlas.
What industries does Japan have?
fishing shipbuilding lumber
iron and metal textile chemicals
(Children can guess fishing,shipbuilding
and lumber. Teacher might have to tell
class about the other industries.).

Show film cartridge
Heavy Industries of Japan
Light Industries of Japan



I
Grade 2 Unit III

11 CONTENT AND MATER AL
VARIANTS I!

AND C

as shipbuilding, textile, iron-metal
and petroleum. She exports such things
as cars, motorcycles, cameras, TV sets,
toys, art objects .

Fishing is a most important industry.
Because Japan is an island nation and
has good harbors, it is easy for her to
go out into the ocean and fish. These
fishing boats travel all over the world.
There are many streams and rivers in
Japan where fish can be found. Many
rarmers are part time fishermen. Fish
is a most important food in the diet
of the Japanese.

Make master or transperercy of Map of
Industries in Japan.

Read Tale of
Children of

Film cartridge FC-111 BeanIrladtit Teachers Guid
of Japan (County Media Center
FC-ll2 jAFtht IndusWes of Jam Have a "Made

(County Media Center) Children can
made in Japan

133
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ATER AL

textile, iron-metal
She exports such things
cles, cameras, TV sets,

is .

ost important industry.
is an island nation and
rs, it is easy for her to
o ocean and fish. These
ravel all over the world.
streams and rivers in

sh can be found. Many
rt time fishermen. Fish
rtant food in the diet

transparency of Map of
Japan.

e FCC -111 yeavx 4sdustries
7 Media Center)10

0
Media Center

a

VARIANTS IN STRATEGIES
AND CO EVALUATION

Read Tale of the Music Box,p.91
children er sands
Teachers Guide- Allyn-Bacon.

Have a "Made in Japan Day"
Children can bring in articles
made in Japan for a display.

134 42A



Grade 2 Unit III - Comparison of Communities Around the World.

CONCEPT-ORIENTED SUB-TITLE Um+

B. A City Community in Japan (continued) Show a world popula
populated in relati
are so many people

3. Natural Resources (continued) them live?

4. The City of Tokyo Locate the cities o

Look at Tokyo on th

Use pictures p.273
171,172,174 of Coq

Discuss these pictw
Note: the kind

time of
crowded
what migl
kinds of
kinds of
where hoz

(p.274 of *Amon
sUburbs)

Mgr would Tokyo ha
How is it like our
How is it differen

Look at Film Cartri

135



on of Communities Around the World.

TEACHING STRATEGIES.

continued) Show a world population map and see that Japan is highly
populated in relation to the rest of the world. If there
are so many people in Japan where do they think most of

sued) them live?

Locate the cities of Japan on a map.

Look at Tokyo on the map.

Use pictures p.273 and 274 - IlarOp9litStudiee p.170,
171,172,174 of Communities andSocial Needs.

Discuss these pictures-
Note: the kind of neighborhoods

time of day
crowded conditions
what might be found in each neighborhood.
kinds of buildings-what they're made of
kinds of transportation
where homes might be found.

)

(p.274 of akusEgAllaandllg shows a house in the
suburbs

Why would Tokyo have suburbs?
How is it like our suburbs?
How is it different?

Look at Film Cartridge -Zokvo Vteldls Lanett City.
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:ratio 2 Unit III

Pave a world population map.
Althoui7h the land is small, the not ulation
is large. Its population is over '3,000,000
(1961 census) Post people in Japan live in
the cities.

Pave a map of Jaran that chews the cities.

To7ko is located on the island of !onshu,
on TolTo Bay.

Inuesti.Patinc, ':ant. ;etropelitan
;,tudies- Scott-Freeman Illinois 1)70
p273-274.

Comunities and Social Needs- Laidlow Bros.
1968 p.170,171,172A 174

Filr Cartridge FC-110
Tokyo-World's Largest City.

(County Media Center)

13'/

VARIANTS IN STRAIEGIEL.
AND CONTENT__

To show densit4d.,block

ama of the room and h-
cMdren stand there.
number of children to
density of population.
children in the same ar
problem of high densit:,
the people live? How r

live?

Wit,h the 1:XPO 70 in Osr
could gather pictures
showing life in Osaka



VARIANTS IN STRATEGIES
AM COWES____,______ EVALUATION

p.
, the polulation
is over 03,000,000
in Japan live in

shows the cities.

land of Honshu,

-Eetropolitan
Llinoi3 1970

ds- Laidlow Bros.

ty.

To show densitY,block off an
area of the room and have several
children stand there. Use this
number of children to show average
density of population. Double the
children in the same area. Discuss
problem of high density. Where might
the people live? How might they
live?

With the EXPO 70 in Osaka,Children
could gather pictures from magazines,
showing life in Osaka and an Expo 70.

138

Ile able to locate

Tokyo on a map of
Japan.

43A
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Grade 2 Unit III Comparison of Communities Around the World.

CONCEPT ORIENTED SUB-TITLE TEACHING STRA

D. A City Comminity in. (continued)

5. Family life and customs
in Tokyo .

139

Look at page 19-The Social Selene(
Introduce Hiroshi to the class.
Find the pictures of The Japanese
Write his name on the board and
pronounce it. Hiroshi - (Hi -rOtsh

Look at p. a;
Find the picture of Hiroshils par
How are they like your parents?
How are they different fran your
What are acme of the things Hiros
family?

Look at Families Around the World

Look at p.
What is Hiroshi's family doing he
What customs do they have at thei
your customs?
What customs are different? (est

on floor at low table)
What might Hiroshi be eatinegri

Let us look at some customs Hiros
his family.
(Use atI-fmIdrirLand

middle picture of person ste



of Communities Around the World.

TEACHING TEGIES.

ntinued) Look at page 19-The Social Science - Level Two
Introduce Hiroshi to the class.
Find the pictures of The Japanese boy.
Write his name on the board and have the children
pronounce it. Hiroshi - (Hi-rOtshei)

Look at p. 85
Find the picture of Hiroshils parents.
-How are they like your parents?
How are they different from your parents?
What are some of the things Hiroshi might do with his
family?
03s at pmilkes Around the Worlck frames 30-33

Look at p. 88
What is Hiroshils family doing here?
What customs do they have at their meals that are like
your customs?
What customs are different? (eat with chop sticks, sit

on floor at low table)
What might Hiroshi be eating/(rice,fishotea)

Let us look at same customs Hiroshi might practice with
his family.
(Use 011,....ma2191.LaiLAL Allyn & Bacon)

middle picture of person stepping out of shoe.

140
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Grade 2 Unit III

CONTENTS & MATERIALS
-Pahciples and-Trrac cos in
The Social Sciences-Level Two
Harcourt,Brace & World
p. 19, & 85.

VARIANTS IN STRATEGI
AND CONTENT

Families do many things together-
They eat and work together. They
have fun together also.

Fami lilt Around tbe World frames 30-33

from

X112412ftgliULAALWaftgli-
A Multimedia Approach

Field Educational Publications 1969

Principles and Practices in the teaching of
The Social Sciences- Level II
Harcourt,Brace & World, 1970 p.88

Hiroshils family takes their Shoes
off before entering the house so
that floors will stair clean.

141

Class can make a Jape
corner in the roavorl

children can put pict
Of or the actual food
utensils Japanese mig
have. Someone might
able to bring in A
a paper umbrella or o
jects a Japanese f
might have. Ina

this might be some of
things that we-import
(ex. T.V.eet)



VARIANTS IN STRATEGIES
AND CONTENT EV A ON

0 ea

ogether-
r. They

frames 30-33

bcThoods

tions 1969

in the teaching of
11

1970 Me

heir shoes
house so

Class can make a Japanese
corner in the rocetwhere

children can put pictures
of or the actual food ani
utensils Japanese might
have. Someone might be
able to bring in a kimono,
a paper umbrella or other ob-
jects a Japanese family
might have. Included in
this might be some of the
things that we eimport from japan,
(em. Tjamet)

When shown pictures
of family life in
communities around the
world children will be
about to pick out
Japanese families.

44A



31..2 Unit III Comparison of Communities Around the World.

CONCE ORIENTED UB-TITLE TEACHING RATEGIES.

1. A City Community in Japan (continued) TOP PICTURE.
Hiroshi might play with these carp kites.

5. Family life and customs
in Tokyo

p.4 picture of family.
How are they dressed?

Look at picture p.6, also look at Studyprint 50
Schools,Families & Neighborhoods for the inside of the
house.
What is the house made of? Is it like yours or different
from yours? Why do you think houses are made like this?
Why would it be necessary to be very careful in a house
like this?
Read A Hiding Place in Kobo's Kimono p.7
What is the family doing here? Do you do some of these
same things with your family?

Look Film Cartridge.

What kind of 'ailding is this?
Why. do the Japanese visit here?
Do you do something similar with your family?
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Gr. 2 Unit III

ONTENT & MA AL

Carp kites are displayed on Boys
Day Festival

VARIANTS IN STRATEGIES
AND CONTENT.

Japanese sometimes dress in the
traditional dress instead of the
European style. These clothes are
called Kimonos. They are warm in
winter, cool in summer.

Children in Other Land (Allyn &
Bacon)T.E.

Read &ming Place in Kobols
Kimono p.58

Schools, Families, Neighborhood.
Multimedia Readiness Approach
Studyprint 50.

Film Cartridge FC-109
Evening at Home with a Japanese Family

Make a Bulletin Board displa
of family life and customs i
Japan.

p.8 Children pi Other Lands (Allyn & Read The White Eagle
Bacon) children in Qther Land
Shrines are dedicated to gods or famous p.71 T.E.
Japanese people. The Japanese visit
these shrines as a form of,worship. The
priest offer prayers to the gods.

144 141



VARIANTS IN STRATEGIES
AND CONTENT.

on Boys

in the
of the
othes are
warm in

Allyn &

oboes

borhood.
ch

apanese Family

{Allyn &

gods or famous
nese visit

of worship. The
the gods.

Make a Bulletin Board display
of family life and customs in
Japan.

Read The White Eagle
Children in Other Lando

p.71 T.E.

145

EVALUATION

Evaluate student participation
in the game- What
kind of family do
I belong to2Japanese
or American.

1. I take my shoes
off when I go inside.
2. I eat with a
knife and fork.
3. My house is made
of paper and wood.

When given a list of
materials such as brick,
wood:and haw - the
children can pick out
the material that would
be used to make a
Japanese house.

45A
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Gr. 2 Unit III Comccrison of Communities Around the Worlc.:.

CONCEPT WENTED SUB-TIT,E

B. A City Community in Japan. (continued)

6. Occupations, Crafts And
Skills.

f40

TEACHIN

That are some of the
(food, clothing, she
How does Hiroshi's f
(father works)
p.120 Social Science
What does Hirodhils
How might he spend
What might he do in
p.120 bottom.

Where might men or w
make money to buy th



f Communities Around the Wor1L.

continued)

TEACHING ES. 4.0
bbat'are sane of the things that Hiroshils family needs?
(food, clothing, shelter)
How does Hiroshils family get the things they need?
(father works)
p.120 Social Sciences- top picture.
What does Hiroshigs father do to maks money?
How might he spend his money?
What might he do in his free time?
p.120 bottom.

Where might men or women work in Tokyo in order to
make money to buy the things they need?

147
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Gr. 2 Unit III

coNTENTs

Social Sciences Level Two
'Harcourt,Brace 1970 p.120

Many Japanese are engaged in. jobs
or occupations similar to those
found in U.S. communities. Japanese
need doctors, urses,teachers
just as we do. Because Japan is
highly industrialized, many men and
women work in the factories. Many
Japanese fish for a living and some
are farmers.

The teacher can help the children
understand the kinds of jobs and
occupations Japanese might have by
renewing the earlier part of this
unit on natural resources and
industry.

Some jobs or occupations might be
centered around the older culture
and customs. Japanese might be em-
ployed as an artist in painting,
gardening, flower arranging or as
a Kabuki actor. Some Japanese still
make some articles by hand, such as
lacquer ware, kokeshi dolls, por
celain and pottery.

148

VARIANTS IN STRATEGIES
; ;II t

Straw Painting.

Put black tempora paint ox:
rectangular paper. Blow
through a straw and move
tNe paint on the papa_ in
the style of the Japanese.



VARIANTS IN STRATEGIES
CON ANT EVALUA' ION

Student should: 4
Make a diagram of
people at work in
Tokyo- This diagram
should chow as many
different kinds of
jobs and occupations
as possible.

Straw Painting.
obs

Put black tempora paint on
nese rectangular paper. Blow

through a straw and move
s the paint on the paper in
n and the style of the Japanese.
Maw

13000

ran
rid

by
his

be
ure
e em-

,

as
still

ch as
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Gr.2 Unit III Comparison of Communities Around the World

CONCE ORIENTED SUB-TITLE TEACHING STRA

H. A City Community in Japan (continued)

6. Occupations, Crafts And
Skills (continued)

.Draw pictures of Japanese at work.

7.. Interdependence of Use Hiroshi'b family to show how peenle
the People. depend on others.

150



Gr. 2 Unit III
VARIANTS IN STRATEGIES

CONTENT & MATERIAL AIRLSOVTENT

For discussion of jobs, use
Families Around the World from
Schooljamilies,Neighborboods-
Hultinedia Readiness Approach
Field Educational Publication -

San Francisco, 1969
Frame 25
writer
Frame 29
Frame 47

Schools, Families & Neighborhoods
Studyprint 59b, 70

After discussing these Jobe, children
can draw pictures of various types of
jobs the Japanese might have. Put
these on the Bulletin board.

Because people cannot provide all
of the things they need and want
they must depend on others. Therefore
people earn money at their jobs and
spend this money on the things they
need and want. This in turn makes
it possible for others to earn money
so that they too can provide for their
own needs and wants.
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VARIANTS IN STRATEGIES
A C ENT EVALUAT ON

od:s

children
types of
Put

all
nt
therefore
bs and
s they
makes
money

for their

How well have the children
been able to identify, through
drawing pictures, the kinds of
work that the Japanese do?
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Gr. 2 Unit III Comparison of Calamities Around the WIrld.

CONCEPT ORIENTED SUB -TITLE 7 ACHING

B. A City Community in Japan (continued)

7. Interdependence of the People
(continued)

153

Divide the chilcren int
make up a child made r
family depending on of

Group 1.
Hiroshi's father has j
go shopping for grocer
answered by movie pict
Where will she go?
How might she get ther
Would it cost anything
What might she buy at
Who will benefit from
How would she get home

Group 2..

Hiroshi's father has j
new shoes.
Questions to be anJwer
Who will go with Hiroo
Where will they go?
How will they get the
What will they buy?
Who will benefit from
How will they get home

Grou
Hiroshils father has j
The family would like
Who will go?
Where will they go?
How will they got ther
Will it cost anything?
What will they need to
Where will they get it
Who will benefit from
How will they get ham,



paulities Around the World.

ntinued)

ople

Is ACHING STRATEGIES.

Divide the chilcren into groups. Each group could
make up a child made roll movie which shows Hiroshi's
family depending on others.

Group 1.
Hiroshi's father has just been paid. His mother must
go shopping for groceries. These questions should be
answered by movie pictures.
Where will she go?
How might she get there?
Would it cost anything for her to get there?
What might she buy at the store?
Who will benefit from her purchases?
How would she get home?

SP
Hiroshi's father has just been paid. Hiroshi needs
new shoes.
Questions to be answered by movie pictures.
Who will go with Hiroshi?
Where will they go?
How will they get there? Will it cost anything?
What will they buy?
Who will benefit from the purchase?
How will they get home?

Hiroshi's father has just been paid.
The family would like to go to the theater.
Who will go?
Where will they go?
How will they get there?
Will it cast anything?
What will they need to get into the theater?(tickets)
Where will they get it?
Who will benefit from their trip to the theater?
How will they get hems?
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Gr.2 Unit III

VARIANTS IN
CONTENT & MATERIAL AND COW'

The teaching atm
be changed to a
of a roll movie.
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wISI.IonaMINI....n..

VARIANTS IN ST4ArarrES
AND CONTENT EvALVAIlul

The teaching strategy could
be changed to a play instead
of a roll movie.

.
Can students make
a list of things
that Hiroshi's
family might need
and want.
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Gr. 2 Unit III Canparison of Cconasurdt. ea Aroanci the World.

CONCEPT -CRIENTED SUB-TITLE

C.Small Village Community in Locate Thailand
Thailand. on the board.

Ask: What cont
1. Location Is it north or s

Is it a nation?
What are the peo
The shape of Tha'

Describe Thailan
in the United St
land. Tear sha
of Thailand tc

2. Physical Features. Display physical

157

Is there much la
Is there much is
What is the kind

Show study print
A Multimedia
Japan but is used

What crop is ;1h

What other crops



:Aeon of Comaatnit: es Around the World.

,YkCIIT.NC STRATEGIES.TlaWrWP.......N.

Locate Mail:ark on a globe and/or map. Write Thailand
on the board.
Ask: What continent is Thailand located on?
Is it north or south of the equator?
Is it a nation?
What are the people called that live in Thailand?(Thais)
The shape of Thailand reminds you of what animal?

Describe Thailand as to size. Rave children find a state
in the United States comparable in size to that of Thai-
land. Tear shape of California to fit into outline map
of Thailand to show approximate size.

Display physical map of Thailand.

Is there much land on which to live?
Is there much land on which to farm?
What is the kind of work most people do?

Shoo study print 71- Schools, Fandlies, Neighborhoods.
A Multimedia Readiness Program. Note: This shows
Japan but is used to show rice fields.

What crop is shown in the picture?

What other crops do yon think are grown?
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Gr.2 Unit III

CONTENT &.MATERIAL

VARIANTS IN STRATEGIES
AND CONTENT.

Use globe and/or map. Thailand
is a nation located on the other
side of the earth- on the Asian
continent. The shape of Thailand
resembles that of an elephant's
head.

Thailand is somewhat larger than
California. Find or make map of
Thailand and California, using
two different colors of construction
paper and using same scale.

Physical map of Thailandohowing
mountains,valleys and rivers and
canals.(World map or Atlas)

/tars is much land on which to
live and farm.

Study Print 71, Schoole,Families
Neighborhoods. A Multimedia Readiness
Program.
The principle crop is rice. Most of
the cultivated land is planted, with
rice.Also increasing in importance is
soybeans cornocastor beanestobacco and
cotton. ink is a reviving industry.

Thailand-formerly known as Siam--
"land of the free nation"

Have children make torn-paper
Shapes of animals etc. Be sure
someone makes an elephant head.

Have children write a letter to the
Thai Embassy, Washington1D.C.,
requesting information about
Thailand.

Bulletin Board Display.
Have shape of Thailand (using
colored string or outline drawn on
paper) Have children find pictures,
objects and/or fascimiles of produc
and goods found in Thailand and put
these on bulletin board.

Have display of ricescastor beans,
tobacco leaves,corn,cotton balls an
the products made from then or use
pictures.

Make picture&.
Sketch outline of flower,plant,desi
Shape of Thailand or simple object.
Paint outline with Elmer's glue and
sprinkle uncooked rice,corn,beans ei
over it. When dry,paint with poster
paint.
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VARIANTS IN STRATEGIES
AND CONTENT. EVALUATION

Thailand
n the other
the Asian
of Thailand
elephant's

larger than
make map of
Zia, using
of construction
scale.

landtehowing
d rivers and
Atlas)

niddelh to

019,Families
timsdia Readiness

s rice. Most of
is planted with
in importance is
beans,tobacco and
viving industry.

Thailand- formerly known as Siam- -
"land of the free nation"

Have children make torn -paper
shapes of animals etc. Be sure
someone makes An elephant head.

Have children write a letter to the
Thai Embassy, Washington,D.C.,
requesting information about
Thailand.

Bulletin Board Display.
Have shape of Thailand (using
colored string or outline drawn on
paper) Have children find pictures,
objects and/or fascimiles of products
and goods found in Thailand and put
these on bulletin board.

Have display of ricescastor beans,
tobacco leaves/corn/cotton balls and
the products made !moth= or use
pictures.

Make pictures.
Sketch outline of flcmersplant,design,
shape of Thailand or simple object.
Paint outline with Elmor's glue and
sprinkle uncooked rice,combeans etc.
over it. When dry,peint with poster
paint.

n

Children should
be able to locate
Thailand on a map
and/or globe.
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Gr4

ONCE

Unit III Comparison of Communities Around the World..

CHING

C. Small Village Community
in 40pso (continued)

-1-104LA a.ta.4:11/4

2. Physical features.

3. Natural Resources. What are some of the m
Thailand? (land, fc

4. Village & Tamil, Life.

11 1

Shwa world population
Have children see that
populated.

Use pp. 24-25, Ccamuni
Silver Burdett.

Leak at page 24.
Ask: Wade you see?

Now many hams? W
are used in build
Who might live iii
What are the bays
How do we wash el

Why do you think
Why do you think
Why do you think
houses?



as of Cceenr-ities Arirznd the World.

TEACHING STRATEGIES.

Mat are some of the natural resources found in
Thailand? (land, forest)

Show world population map. Locate Thailand.
Have children see that Thailand is spareely
populated.

Use pp. 24,45, Communities and Their Needs.
Silver Burdett.

Loa at page 24.
Ask: that do you see?

How =IT hones? Mutt materials de you think
are used in building these hoses?
ldtio night live in the hases?(fanilies)
What are the boys doing? My?
Bow do we wish clothes?
Why do you think the how* are built on poles?
Why do you think the roof is slanted?
My do you think a fence is built around the
houses?

162
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Gr. Unit III

C.!7;TE-1.a OATERSAL_

. Forest resources are large.
(Teak wood) Almost 3 /4ths of
Thailand is covered with
forests)

World Population map (Atlas)
Thailand is still under-
populated.

Communities and Their Needs.
Silver Burdette, 1967.

The people use materials found nearby
to build their homes. Most hares have
two rooms- a kitchen and a sleeping
room. The family sleeps on mats and
rolls them up during the day.
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7:1,.e rice cakea.

1. Melt 3 ez.butter in 3 q,
2. Add 6 oz.marshmallows,

tins. Stir frequently w
rallowe are melted and r
blended. Remove from ht

3. Add 3 cz. Rice Krispiee
until well blended and e

4. Press mixture into butte
Chill for one hour. Cut

Eave children prepare a
materials used in build =.

Thailand. Include such t
poles, split bamboo (Id=
shades) straw etc.

Demonstrate how water rcd
by using a piece of tilt.
various angles.



MIN11,.....

found nearby
ost hates have
a sleeping
on mats and
day.

vito.TANTS ili 3'11 ZOTES

'Tf.r

Ike rice cakes.
1. Melt 3 oz.butter in 3 cit..sauc4n.
2. Add 6 oz.marshmallows, a few at a

time. Stir frequently until marsh-
mallows are melted and mixture well
blended. Remove from heat.

3. Add S oz. Rice Ktispies and sir
until well blended and evenly coated.

4. Press mixture into buttered 9x12 pan.
Chin for one hour. Cut into squares.

Rave children prepare a display of
materials used in building homes in
Thailand. Include such things as bamboo
poles, split bamboo (kind used in porch
shades) straw etc.

Demonstrate how water rolls off quickly
by using a piece of tile, elevated at
various angles.
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When shown pl.ctures
of communities around
the world,shildren
should be able to
pick out a Thai
village.



Gr.2 Unit III Comparison of Communities Around the \,orld

CONCEPT-ORIENTED SUBTITLE TEACHING/

C. Small Village Community in Thailand How does our community protect

(continued) traffic lights, traffic signs)

4. Village and Family Life (continued) What do we call the place where
together?

Have children read p. 25 to verb

the above questions.

Why do you think the villages a
rivers?

5. Occupations-Crafts and Skills What are sane of the things the
might need? Why?
How will they be able to get th
What. kinds of jobs might be fou.
Do you think there is a doctor,
or library found in the village

6. Interdependence

Establish the idea that these p
time to supply their basic need
to develop other crafts and ski
for survival.

If the villagers cannot supply
will they go to get the things
market place)

Look at pictures on pp.28 and 2

How do the people get to the ma
they take with them? (rice, fie
cell perhaps for money)



ties Around the 'tOrld

TEAC ING STRATEGM,

How does our community protect us? (fireuen, policemen,
traffic lights, traffic signs)

inued) What do we call the place where people live and work
together?

Have children read p. 25 to verify their answers to

the above questions.

Why do you think the villages are located on or near
rivers?

What are some of the things the people in the village
might need? Why?
How will they be able to get these things?
What kinds of jobs might be found within the village? :thy?
Do you think there is a doctor, dentist, telephone company
or library found in the village? Why?

Establish the idea that these people work most of the
time to supply their basic needs. There is little time
to develop other crafts and skillsi only those necessary
for surrival.

If the villagers cannot supply their own needs, where
will they go to get the things they need? (to the
market place)

Locket pictures on pp.28 and 29.

How do the people get to the market place? What will
tiey take with them? (rice, fish and other crops to
sell perhaps for money)
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Gr.2 Dait III

CONTENT 8, MATERIAL

A small community is sometimes
called a village.

Communities and Their Needs-
Silver Burdett° 1967 p.25

Rivers are the principle means
of travel and also used for
fishing. The water is needed
for irrigation and personal use
such as washing and drinking.

The farmer takes his goods to the
marketplace to sell and/or exchange
for those things he and his family
need and want.

There is little money to spend and
moat people must depend upon what
they grow and catch themselves.

Communities and Their Needs.
Silver Burdett. 1967. pp.28s29
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VARIANTS IN STRATEGIa
AND CONTENT

Have children write a story
they might do during the ca,
place in Thailand.

Cut out pictures or bring i
such as radishes, cucumber.:;
egg plants,bananaespineappl



VARIANTS IN STRATEGIES
AND CONTENT

ans

ed
1180

..eamia.1101

to the Have children write a story about what
exchange they might do during the day at a market
family place in Thailand.

Cut out pictures or bring in foods eaten
nd and

such as radishes, cucumbers, lettuce,
n what
ves,

egg plants,bananaslpineapplelshrimplcrab.

28-29
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EVALUATION

Make a mural of a
Thai village showing
necessary jobs being
done,farmland around
the village-fences
and the river nearby.

Are the children able
to explain how the
people within the
village are dependent
upon ens another?

51A
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